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1. Introduction

Securities class action lawsuits, which allow investors to recuperate investment losses caused

by securities law violations, are arguably the most significant litigation risk for firms in the

United States and an essential mechanism against financial misconduct (Coffee Jr., 2006; Ma-

honey, 2009; Brochet and Srinivasan, 2014). Although every legal system has a legislature that

passes new securities laws and statutes, in American common law, the doctrine of stare decisis

grants judicial precedents a pivotal role in defining what qualifies as securities law violations

(Shapiro, 1972; Landes and Posner, 1976; Niblett et al., 2010). Each court should apply the prin-

ciples and rules established in its own or a higher court’s prior rulings when deciding a case.

This collection of precedents shapes firms’ litigation environment and affects the deterrence

of these lawsuits (Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2007; Buell, 2011; Choi and Pritchard, 2012). This

study exploits the variation in securities law precedents across U.S. circuit courts to examine

how such precedents affect shareholder litigation and financial misreporting.

In the U.S. federal court system, the Supreme Court has the ultimate jurisdiction over all

cases, but the courts of appeals—circuit courts—and district courts—trial courts—are usually

the final arbiters of securities class actions (Cross, 2007; Pritchard, 2011; Choi and Pritchard,

2012). In this hierarchy, a circuit court builds precedents that become binding for itself and

the district courts under its jurisdiction (Shapiro, 1972; Perino, 2006). When a circuit court

affirms a district court’s dismissal decision in a securities class action lawsuit, it confirms that

the case does not have sufficient merit. Such a decision sets a lenient precedent for securities law

violations that increases the likelihood of dismissal for similar cases and reduces the deterrence

of class action lawsuits in the circuit. In contrast, when a circuit court reverses a district court

dismissal, it sets a non-lenient precedent. Because circuit courts face cases with different facts,

and these facts and random factors, such as case sequence, affect case outcomes, precedents

undergo an idiosyncratic and path-dependent evolution in each circuit (Gennaioli and Shleifer,

2007; Leibovitch, 2016). As a result, different circuits can diverge in their interpretations of the

same securities law, resulting in within-country variation in firms’ litigation risk for securities

law violations (Landes and Posner, 1976; Niblett et al., 2010).1

We use the collection of circuit court rulings to construct a time-series measure of leniency

1We discuss diverging interpretations of securities law violation across circuits in Section 2.2.
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on securities law violations in each circuit and study its effect on firms’ litigation risk and mis-

reporting. Our study joins a nascent strand of accounting and finance research that explores the

consequences of court rulings. These studies typically use a prominent ruling from the Supreme

Court or a circuit court, such as Dura Pharmaceuticals or In re Silicon Graphics Inc., as the

setting to examine the implications of a change in litigation risk (Bliss et al., 2018; Hopkins,

2018; Licht et al., 2018; Houston et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020).2 We consider all securities

law precedents in the circuit courts for three reasons. First, legal theories dictate that the collec-

tion of precedents, rather than a single case, define the applicable law (Carpenter, 1917; Landes

and Posner, 1976; Niblett et al., 2010). Second, although some precedents are more promi-

nent than others, they cover specific facts and thus are only relevant to a subset of future cases.

Third, research using a single circuit court precedent implicitly assumes that other circuits do

not experience change during the period, which, as we show in Section 3, is not always true.3

We start by collecting circuit and district court rulings between 1996 and 2018 from Google

Scholar Case Law Search.4 In case-level analyses, we study the effect of circuit court precedents

on future lawsuits using district court citations and rulings. Consistent with the legal doctrine

that district courts should heed home-circuit precedents, we find that district courts are 26 times

more likely to cite precedents from their home circuit than those from other circuits. Further-

more, because judges draw analogies to precedents when deciding a case, we expect precedents

covering more similar allegations to be more relevant and to have a greater influence than those

covering less similar allegations (Carpenter, 1917; Hinkle, 2015). Consistent with this hypoth-

esis, we find that, in district court cases with alleged Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

violations (GAAP cases), courts are more than twice as likely to cite home-circuit precedents

with alleged GAAP violations (GAAP precedents) than home-circuit precedents without such

violations (Non-GAAP precedents).

Next, we aggregate each circuit’s rulings to measure its precedent leniency on securities law

2Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336, 125 S. Ct. 1627, 161 L. Ed. 2d 577 (2005). In re
Silicon Graphics Inc. Securities Litigation, 183 F.3d 970 (Ninth Circuit 1999). Other rulings include Tellabs, Inc.
v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308, 127 S. Ct. 2499, 168 L. Ed. 2d 179 (2007) and Morrison v. National
Australia Bank Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 130 S. Ct. 2869, 177 L. Ed. 2d 535 (2010) (Huang et al., 2019; Licht et al.,
2018).

3For example, in 1999, the year of In re Silicon Graphics Inc., three other circuits ruled on accounting cases,
including Greebel v. FTP Software, Inc. (First Circuit), Stevelman v. Alias Research Inc. (Second Circuit), and In
re Comshare Inc. Securities Litigation (Sixth Circuit). See Section 3 for more details.

4See Section 3 and Appendix A for a detailed description of the data collection procedure.
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violations and examine its impact on district court ruling decisions. We treat each dismissal

(reversal) ruling as a shock that increases (decreases) leniency on securities law violations and

use the differences between a circuit’s cumulative number of prior dismissals and its cumula-

tive number of prior reversals as the leniency measure. We separately determine the leniency of

GAAP and non-GAAP precedents (Lenient GAAP Precedents and Lenient Non-GAAP Prece-

dents, respectively) and expect the former to be more relevant to future ruling decisions in GAAP

cases. Because existing precedents may affect plaintiffs’ decisions to file a lawsuit, we focus on

the effect of precedents decided after the lawsuit filing on district court decisions. We find that

a district court is 6.92% more likely to dismiss a case when its home circuit sets an additional

lenient GAAP precedent during the case pending period. We conduct two falsification tests, the

first using home-circuit precedents set after the ruling date and the second using other circuits’

precedents. Both tests confirm that neither time-invariant circuit-specific leniency levels nor

a general trend in securities class action lawsuits affecting all circuits explain our results. In

sum, the case-level analyses provide direct evidence that judges use relevant precedents in their

deliberation and follow them when deciding cases.

We next use firm-level analyses to study the effects of securities law precedents on firms.

Using subsequently restated financial statements to measure misreporting, we find that lenient

GAAP precedents reduce the likelihood of lawsuits against misreporting firms. Specifically, we

show that although misreporting firms are sued more often than other firms, misreporting firms

with headquarters in circuits with more lenient precedents are significantly less likely to be sued

than those in less lenient circuits.5 The effect of lenient precedents is economically significant.

A one standard deviation increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents (equivalent to three additional

dismissals) results in a 9.63% reduction in the odds of litigation for a misreporting firm (–1.5%

compared to the misreporting firms’ average litigation likelihood of 15.61%). Consistent with

our case-level results, there is no effect of non-GAAP precedents.

We further classify misreporting into cases for which managers’ intent to misreport is obvi-

5Although plaintiffs can file lawsuits in other circuits, the doctrine of forum non conveniens (28 U.S.C. §1404)
allows defendants to relocate suits to their principal place of business. Hence, most plaintiffs file securities class
action lawsuits in a defendant firm’s home circuit (Cox et al., 2009). In our sample, 87.4% (84.7%) of the GAAP
(non-GAAP) cases are filed in a defendant firm’s home circuit, comparable to the 85% of the cases documented
in Cox et al. (2009). Most of the cases not filed in the home circuits either have multiple defendants, such as IPO
cases that usually include the underwriters as co-defendants, or the defendant firm has moved headquarters. When
we exclude firms that have moved headquarters from the sample, 95% (88.4%) of the GAAP (non-GAAP) cases
are filed in the home circuit.
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ous and those for which the intent is more ambiguous. Precedent leniency should have a weaker

effect when there are clear signs of managerial intent, because plaintiffs can easily argue that

managers willingly defrauded investors even if precedents are lenient. Therefore, we expect

plaintiffs’ lawsuit filing decisions against misreporting firms to be more sensitive to precedent

leniency when the managerial intent is more ambiguous. We find results consistent with this

conjecture. We also explore the firm characteristics that affect the influence of GAAP prece-

dents on lawsuit filing decisions. We find that precedent leniency affects filing decisions more

when the potential lead plaintiffs are more sophisticated (i.e., firms’ institutional ownership is

higher) and when expected lawsuit payoffs, measured by firm size and ex-ante litigation risk,

are higher. These findings are consistent with the effect of precedent leniency on firms’ litiga-

tion risk depending on potential plaintiffs’ ability and incentive to consider the implications of

precedents for lawsuit outcomes.

Next, we analyze how precedent leniency affects investors’ reactions to restatement an-

nouncements. Consistent with investors considering the lower litigation risk associated with

lenient GAAP precedents when pricing restatements, investors react less negatively to restate-

ments by firms in more lenient circuits. A one standard deviation increase in Lenient GAAP

Precedents results in a 20.90% increase in the average market reaction in the 3-day window

surrounding restatement announcements (0.40% compared to –1.92%). In line with our lawsuit

likelihood results, investor reactions to restatement announcements also vary with managerial

intent, potential plaintiffs’ sophistication, and expected lawsuit payoffs.

Last, we turn to the effect of precedent leniency on firms’ misreporting. As misreporting

firms in more lenient circuits face a lower litigation risk than those in less lenient circuits, man-

agers of firms in more lenient circuits should perceive lower litigation costs and be more likely

to engage in misreporting. Consistent with this hypothesis, we document that the misreporting

probability is higher for firms in more lenient circuits than for those in less lenient ones. In

terms of economic magnitude, a one standard deviation increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents

increases the odds of misreporting by firms in the circuit by 22.65% (2.22% compared to the

unconditional misreporting likelihood of 9.82%). We further find that precedent leniency only

affects firms’ likelihood of engaging in misreporting for cases in which plaintiffs cannot eas-

ily infer managerial intent, and not for cases of misreporting that is clearly fraudulent, which

suggests that managers understand the effects of leniency in different types of cases. Finally,
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consistent with managers taking into account the role of firm characteristics in the effect of

precedent leniency, we find that the misreporting likelihood only varies with precedent leniency

when potential plaintiffs are sophisticated or expected lawsuit payoffs are high.

Our findings remain robust when we exclude firm-years surrounding prominent court rulings

identified in prior studies, such as In re Silicon Graphics Inc., Dura Pharmaceuticals, Tellabs,

and National Australia Bank (e.g., Hopkins, 2018; Huang et al., 2019), which confirms that

our results are not driven by a few influential rulings. We also exclude firms that moved their

headquarters during our sample period to mitigate the potential endogeneity caused by firms’

headquarters location choices, and we find similar results.

Our study makes three contributions to the literature. First, we contribute to the literature on

how the common law tradition facilitates the development of capital markets through its effect

on private litigation (e.g., La Porta et al., 1997; Beck et al., 2003; Leuz et al., 2003; Beck et al.,

2005; La Porta et al., 2006). Prior studies rely on cross-country differences in legal origins,

statutory securities laws, or enforcement mechanisms or use the passage of a new statutory law

in a country to analyze the effects of the legal system on capital markets and firm behavior

(e.g., Johnson et al., 2000; Ali and Kallapur, 2001; Johnson et al., 2001, 2007; Siegel, 2005;

Burgstahler et al., 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2015; Karpoff and Wittry, 2018).6 We document

substantial variation in judicial precedents within one country and under the same statutory law,

and, more importantly, we find that such variation leads to differences in the private enforcement

of securities law and firms’ tendency to misreport. Our findings have implications for investors

and regulators alike because cross-circuit differences in litigation risk inform investment and

enforcement decisions.

Second, we introduce a litigation risk measure based on how lenient each circuit has been

on securities law violations. Built on relevant precedents, this measure is well-grounded in

legal theory and supported by empirical evidence. We show that precedent leniency on GAAP

allegations is related not only to future case outcomes but also to the likelihood of lawsuits

against misreporting firms.7 Our measure captures a distinct dimension of firms’ litigation risk

6An exception is Filip et al. (2015), who use common law–civil law variation in Canada as a setting and find
that the French civil law environment encourages firms to publish higher-quality accounting data.

7Prior studies rely only on anecdotal evidence to argue that single court rulings result in a change in litigation
risk (Cazier et al., 2017; Crane and Koch, 2018; Hopkins, 2018; Huang et al., 2020). An exception is Houston et al.
(2019), who document a decrease in the number of class actions in the Ninth Circuit following the In re Silicon
Graphics Inc. ruling in 1999.
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and complements other proxies based on firm and industry characteristics (Francis et al., 1994;

Cheng et al., 2010; Kim and Skinner, 2012) and judge characteristics (Huang et al., 2019).

Empirically, the measure enables researchers to identify cross-circuit and over-time variations

in court leniency. Our results further show that precedent types vary in their relevance for firms’

litigation risk, emphasizing the importance of using relevant precedents in the measurement.

Third, our work extends law and accounting research on the effects of circuit court rulings.

Prior studies focus on a single circuit court ruling, such as In re Silicon Graphics Inc., to ex-

amine the effect of judicial decisions on firms, and assume that other circuits experience no

concurrent change in litigation risk (Cazier et al., 2017; Crane and Koch, 2018; Hopkins, 2018;

Houston et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020). However, our circuit court precedent data show that

this assumption is not always valid. As we consider the rulings from all circuits over an extended

period, our findings are less confounded by events that influence one region during the period of

a single court ruling, such as the Internet bubble during the In re Silicon Graphics Inc. ruling.

Thus, we provide a comprehensive picture of how court rulings affect firms’ litigation risk and

misreporting decisions.

2. Background and hypothesis development

2.1. The role of judicial precedents under common law

Developed in court rulings, case law—that is, judge-made law—supplements the statutes

and regulations introduced by the legislator and is a major source of law in common law systems.

Common law’s doctrine of stare decisis requires courts to follow judicial precedents and apply

the law as set in its own or in a higher court’s prior rulings (Shapiro, 1972; Landes and Posner,

1976; Niblett et al., 2010). Specifically, when judges interpret applicable statutes and decide

a case, they draw an analogy to prior cases and follow the principles and rules established in

those cases (Carpenter, 1917; Cross, 2007).8

In the U.S., the federal court jurisdictions consist of three levels. There are 94 geographi-

cally divided districts at the lowest level, each with a district court that exercises original (first

8In addition to the fact that the legal doctrine requires it, precedents affect future cases by providing legal
arguments that shape how judges make decisions (Lamond, 2016).
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instance) jurisdiction.9 The second level has 12 circuit courts that exercise appellate jurisdiction

to affirm, amend, or overrule the decisions of the district courts in its jurisdiction. Each circuit

court sets precedents that are binding for itself and its lower district courts. Figure 1 depicts the

12 circuits and the 94 districts. At the top level is the Supreme Court, which has ultimate (and

largely discretionary) appellate jurisdiction over all federal cases.

The Supreme Court receives a large number of requests and selectively reviews fewer than

1% of them each year (e.g., it reviewed only 73 out of 7,622 requests in its 2018 term), making

circuit courts the final arbiters for most lawsuits.10 This observation is consistent with Cross’s

(2007, p. 2) conclusion that “it is the Circuit Courts that create U.S. law. They represent the

true iceberg, of which the Supreme Court is but the most visible tip. The Circuit Courts play by

far the greatest legal policymaking role in the United States judicial system.”

Each circuit court develops its own precedents based on the cases in its jurisdiction. Because

cases have different facts, and because these facts and random factors, such as case sequences

or even judges’ emotional states, can affect case outcomes (Leibovitch, 2016; Eren and Mo-

can, 2018), each circuit’s precedents develop in an idiosyncratic and path-dependent fashion

(Holmes Jr, 1897; Easterbrook, 1988; Hathaway, 2003; Niblett, 2013). As a result, judicial

interpretations of the same statutory law can diverge across circuits, leading to variations in

litigation risk (Landes and Posner, 1976; Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2007).

2.2. Judicial precedents and securities class action lawsuits

Securities class action lawsuits are a major mechanism for enforcing securities laws, and

they play a crucial role in deterring financial misconduct (Mahoney, 2009; Hopkins, 2018). The

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) views private litigation as “a necessary supplement

to the Commission’s own enforcement efforts [that acts] as a deterrent against securities fraud”

(see 58 SEC Docket 697 (Dec. 15, 1994)). Likewise, the Supreme Court notes that “[j]udicial

interpretations and application, legislative acquiescence, and the passage of time has removed

any doubt that a private cause of action [...] constitutes an essential tool for enforcement of the

9Although district court decisions also become precedents, they have less weight than circuit court precedents
for two reasons. First, district court precedents only apply to future cases in the same district. Other districts, even
in the same circuit, are not obligated to follow these precedents. Second, when there is a discrepancy between
circuit court and district court precedents, the former supersedes the latter (Dobbins, 2009).

10Anecdotal evidence also suggests that Supreme Court justices have limited expertise and interest in securities
class action lawsuits (Pritchard, 2011; Choi and Pritchard, 2012).
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1934 Act’s requirements” (Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 1988).11

Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (PSLRA), the motion to dismiss

is the most important procedural hurdle in securities class action lawsuits because only after

a case survives this motion can plaintiffs engage in discovery, which is the costliest part of

litigation for defendants (Sale, 1998; Choi and Pritchard, 2012). Cases that are not dismissed

invariably settle before trial, which is regarded as a win for plaintiffs (Pritchard and Sale, 2005;

Johnson et al., 2007). To survive the motion to dismiss, plaintiffs must convincingly argue

that a case has merit by showing that the defendant acted with scienter—the intent to deceive

(Choi, 2007; Johnson et al., 2007). However, Congress did not state what constitutes an intent

to deceive in the PSLRA, leaving it to the courts to define (Walker and Seymour, 1998). As

a result, the outcome and deterrence of securities class action lawsuits depend on how courts

interpret scienter (Pritchard and Sale, 2005).

When filing a class action lawsuit, plaintiffs regularly use GAAP violations as evidence

of managerial intent to deceive. Some legal scholars argue that when firms provide a finan-

cial report that violates GAAP, their managers must have intentionally misled the market, and

that these cases therefore have merit (Pritchard and Sale, 2005; Choi, 2007; Choi et al., 2009).

Several circuit courts have accepted this argument and allowed cases with GAAP violations to

survive the motion to dismiss (Thompson and Sale, 2003; Pritchard and Sale, 2005).12 However,

other courts have disagreed that GAAP violations are sufficient to show managerial intention

and regularly dismiss such cases.13 Compared to the former circuits, the latter set precedents

that are more lenient on misreporting firms, lowering the hurdle to dismiss future cases against

such firms.

Because legal doctrines require district courts to heed relevant home-circuit precedents, dis-

trict courts should be more lenient on misreporting firms when their home circuits have more

11Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 108 S. Ct. 978, 99 L. Ed. 2d 194 (1988). The Supreme Court used a
similar wording in more recent rulings, such as Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo (2005) and Tellabs, Inc. v.
Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd. (2007).

12For example, In re Daou Systems, Inc. (Ninth Circuit, 2005), in deciding not to dismiss the case, the court
states, “These allegations include specific descriptions of how Daou allegedly violated GAAP procedures and, in so
doing, misled present and potential investors by artificially inflating Daou’s revenues above what should have been
reported. [...]” and “Plaintiffs’ complaint, although lengthy and often repetitive, states a sufficiently particularized
claim for accounting fraud under the heightened pleading standards of the PSLRA.”

13For example, in Greebel v. FTP Software, Inc. (First Circuit, 1999), in its ruling to dismiss the case, the court
states, “It is equally possible to conclude that FTP made some incorrect accounting decisions regarding a limited
number of transactions. Seeing fraud, however, requires too great of an inferential leap.”
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lenient GAAP precedents. Not following precedents can impose high costs on district court

judges, such as reputation cost or potential reversals by the home-circuit court (Shapiro and

Levy, 1994; Gulati and McCauliff, 1998). However, judges may have incentives to deviate

from precedents, such as personal political ideology or pragmatism (Posner, 2008; Huang et al.,

2019). Given the complexity of securities class action lawsuits, judges can justify a different

ruling by arguing that the case on hand is sufficiently different from the precedents (Gennaioli

and Shleifer, 2007). Thus, whether district courts follow relevant precedents set by their home-

circuit courts in securities class action lawsuits is an empirical question. We formally state our

hypotheses as follows:

Hypothesis 1a: District courts are more likely to cite home-circuit GAAP precedents than

home-circuit non-GAAP precedents when deciding GAAP cases.

Hypothesis 1b: District courts are more likely to dismiss GAAP cases when their home-circuit

courts have more lenient GAAP precedents.

If potential plaintiffs understand the implications of judicial leniency on case outcomes, they

should anticipate lower lawsuit payoffs and be less likely to sue misreporting firms with head-

quarters in circuits that are more lenient on misreporting.14 However, it is possible that plaintiffs

always sue when there is evidence of misreporting (Choi, 2007). In sum, whether differences

in precedent leniency across circuits translate into economically meaningful variations in liti-

gation risk for misreporting firms is an empirical question. We formally state our hypothesis as

follows:

Hypothesis 2: Misreporting firms are less likely to be sued when their headquarters’ circuits

have more lenient GAAP precedents.

Our first and second hypotheses imply that misreporting firms’ expected litigation costs vary

with the leniency of their home-circuits’ GAAP precedents. If managers understand this effect,

they should be less concerned about litigation costs and more likely to engage in misreporting

when their circuit has precedents showing greater leniency on GAAP violations. Nonetheless,

managers might deem other factors, such as compensation, career prospects, or scrutiny from

14As discussed in Footnote 5, most plaintiffs file securities class action lawsuits in a defendant firm’s home
circuit because of the civil procedure and the doctrine of forum non conveniens (28 U.S.C. §1404).
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sophisticated investors, as more important when deciding whether to misreport, or they might

not follow case-law developments closely enough to consider precedents. We state our last

hypothesis in the alternative form:

Hypothesis 3: Firms are more likely to misreport when their headquarters’ circuits have more

lenient GAAP precedents.

3. Securities law precedent data and measurement

This section briefly describes how we collect circuit court precedents for securities class

action lawsuits and use them to construct a measure of circuit leniency in securities law prece-

dents.

To obtain securities law precedents, we first use Google Scholar Case Law Search to search

the full text of circuit court precedents for phrases related to securities lawsuits, such as “In

re securities litigation,” “securities litigation GAAP,” and “securities litigation PSLRA.” We

limit the search to precedents with ruling dates between January 1996 and May 2018 because

Congress passed the PSLRA in November 1995.15 This step yields an initial sample of 2,026

precedents. We remove 993 precedents that do not cover securities fraud and 226 precedents

that are non-class action, i.e., those that do not contain phrases such as “Rule 10b(5)” or “Secu-

rities Exchange Act” in the ruling text.16 We also remove 228 precedents for which the district

court ruling under question is not a motion to dismiss and are thus not related to circuit courts’

interpretations of case merit; these include, for example, plaintiffs challenging settlements or

hearing petitions. Next, we remove 43 rulings that have no precedential value, such as sum-

mary orders and memoranda.17 Finally, when there are multiple rulings on a case, including its

primary ruling, subsequent updates, and amendments, we identify and keep its primary ruling,

removing 98 rulings. Our final sample consists of 438 circuit court precedents. We summarize

our sample selection procedure in Table 1, Panel A and provide the full details in Appendix A.

Next, we code precedents’ decisions and determine their allegation types. We label a prece-

dent as a reversal if a circuit court precedent reverses a district court’s dismissal decision on the

15We also use two databases in subsequent analyses, namely the Securities Class Action Clearinghouse and
Audit Analytics, both of which begin in 1996.

16Non-class action securities fraud cases include lawsuits brought by individual investors, the SEC, and the
Department of Justice.

17See Footnote 79 in McAlister (2020) for a comprehensive list of judicial decisions, local rules, and internal
operating procedures from the circuits determining that such rulings have no precedential value.
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alleged securities law violations, and as a dismissal otherwise, i.e., if it affirms the dismissal de-

cision.18 Last, we classify precedents into GAAP and non-GAAP precedents based on whether

the allegations cover GAAP violations. To do so, we first search for combinations of GAAP

violation and misreporting keywords and then manually verify the search results, as suggested

by Donelson et al. (2020).19 We classify 121 precedents as GAAP precedents and 317 as non-

GAAP precedents (a full list of both types of precedents is provided in Internet Appendix B).

We also read the GAAP precedents and identify their specific allegations (tabulated in Table 1,

Panel B). Most GAAP precedents (110) concern misstated income statement items, with 82

(67%) involving revenues. Only 11 (9%) refer to misstatements outside the income statement,

most of which occur on the balance sheet. Untabulated analysis shows that consistent with

the empirical observation of Pritchard and Sale (2005), dismissal rates are similar across cases

with different types of misstated accounts. For example, misstated revenue allegations have a

63.4% dismissal rate, which is not significantly different from that of non-revenue misreporting

allegations (61.5%).

Panels A and B of Table 2 present the precedents by year and circuit, respectively. As Panel A

shows, there are 8 to 34 precedents each year (an average of 19.9), with the number being higher

during the post-Internet bubble period (2002–2004) and the financial crisis period (2008–2009).

More than half of the precedents (66.4%) affirm district court dismissals. The 1997–1999 period

has elevated dismissal rates, with approximately 78% (32 of 41) of the precedents affirming the

district court decisions. The higher dismissal rates suggest that the circuit courts have been more

lenient with defendants when they developed new case-law precedents after the enactment of

the PSLRA (Thurm, 1999). Similar to Pritchard and Sale (2005), we do not observe statistically

different dismissal rates for precedents that cover alleged GAAP violations (76 out of 121, or

62.8%) and those that do not (215 out of 317, or 67.8%).

Panel B breaks down the precedents by circuit and allegation type. Consistent with Choi

and Pritchard (2012), the Second and Ninth circuits have the highest number of precedents (89

and 82, respectively), and the DC Circuit has the lowest (3). This distribution is likely due to the

differences in the number of firms residing in these circuits and the firms’ likelihood of being

18When a precedent affirms or reverses a district court’s ruling in part, we read the precedent to determine
whether it affirms or reverses the dismissal decision on the alleged securities law violations.

19In manual verification, we reclassify four precedents that only cite GAAP precedents but do not involve GAAP
violations themselves as non-GAAP precedents.
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sued.20 The other circuits have between 15 and 42 precedents. The proportions of dismissals

and reversals vary between circuits. Several circuits, such as the First, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh,

Eighth, Tenth, and Eleventh Circuits, show more than twice as many dismissals as reversals.

Others, such as the Ninth Circuit, have similar numbers of dismissals and reversals.21 Some

circuits exhibit different proportions of dismissals and reversals for GAAP and non-GAAP alle-

gations. For instance, the Second Circuit appears to be more lenient on non-GAAP allegations

(dismissing 46 out of 69 appeals) but less lenient on GAAP allegations (dismissing 6 out of 20

appeals).

To capture the circuits’ evolving leniency on GAAP violations, we aggregate the precedents

in each circuit court at each point in time. Each time that a circuit court affirms (reverses) a

district court’s GAAP allegation dismissal ruling, the circuit accumulates principles and rules

that increase (decrease) the hurdle that plaintiffs must overcome in future GAAP cases. Thus,

we measure each circuit’s precedent leniency on GAAP violations at a specific date (Lenient

GAAP Precedents) as its cumulative number of dismissal affirmations minus that of reversals

prior to that date.22

To measure each circuit’s time trend in precedent leniency that is not specific to misreport-

ing, e.g., allegations related to management forecasts or non-GAAP earnings, we construct a

non-GAAP variant of our leniency measure using non-GAAP precedents (Lenient Non-GAAP

Precedents). Because these precedents are less likely to contain principles and rules concerning

misreporting, they should be less relevant to future lawsuits with GAAP allegations.

Figure 2 depicts the time series of Lenient GAAP Precedents and Lenient Non-GAAP Prece-

dents. Both measures show considerable variation within and across circuits. Most circuits,

such as the First, Second, and Ninth Circuits, exhibit diverging trends. For example, in the

years surrounding the prominent non-GAAP ruling of In re Silicon Graphics Inc. (1999, Ninth

Circuit), the Ninth Circuit affirmed one district court dismissal decision on GAAP allegations

20For example, the Ninth Circuit, which includes the states of California and Washington, is home to many high-
tech firms that are subject to more litigation than firms in other industries (Francis, Philbrick, and Schipper, 1994).
We control for circuit fixed effects and high litigation risk industries in our analyses.

21The Ninth Circuit had a high dismissal rate prior to 2010 and reversed course afterward, especially for non-
GAAP allegations. This finding is consistent with Choi and Pritchard’s (2012) observation that the Ninth Circuit
had the highest pleading standard before the Supreme Court ruling on Tellabs in 2007 (see Figure 2).

22This approach is equivalent to taking the sum over an indicator variable for each precedent in a circuit, with the
variable taking a value of 1 if the circuit court affirms a dismissal and –1 if it reverses a dismissal. This approach
is used by Simintzi et al. (2015) to measure employment protection legislations in various countries.
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and reversed two others.23 Several circuits, such as the First, Second, Fifth, and Ninth Circuits,

show periods of increasing and decreasing leniency during our sample period.24

Importantly, precedent leniency on GAAP allegations develops differently across circuits.

Between 2002 and 2005, the Third, Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth Circuits became more lenient

(with increases in Lenient GAAP Precedents from 0 to 3, 0 to 3, 1 to 5, and 2 to 5, respectively).

In contrast, the Ninth and Tenth Circuits became less lenient (with decreases in Lenient GAAP

Precedents from 0 to –4 and from 0 to –2, respectively). Each year in our sample period, an

average of two (up to six) circuits become more lenient on GAAP violations, whereas an av-

erage of one (up to four) circuit becomes less lenient. These findings indicate that the implicit

assumption of single court ruling studies that other circuits experience no concurrent change in

litigation risk is often violated.25

4. Securities law precedents and litigation risk

4.1. Precedents’ effect on district court cases

In this section, we provide case-level empirical evidence of how precedents affect firms’

litigation risk. We start by analyzing district court citation patterns to show that district courts

use arguments from existing precedents to support their legal reasoning (Lamond, 2016). We

search for citations of the 438 circuit court precedents in district court rulings in securities class

action cases obtained from Google Scholar Case Law Search (1,221 district court cases in total,

including 516 GAAP cases and 705 non-GAAP cases), yielding 9,239 citations.26

Table 3 presents the univariate statistics on precedent citations in district courts. Panel A

shows the district court citations of circuit court precedents. We present both the number of

23In re Silicon Graphics concerns the plaintiffs’ allegation that the managers knew that the company would miss
revenue forecasts but failed to warn investors.

24In robustness tests, we use a log-transformed version to mitigate the influence of circuits with extreme values.
Specifically, we apply the following transformation: Sign(Lenient Precedents) × Log(Abs(Lenient Precedents) +
1). We obtain similar results (see Internet Appendix Table IA1).

25In a sensitivity test, we exclude firm-years surrounding court rulings singled out in prior studies, such as In re
Silicon Graphics Inc., Dura Pharmaceuticals, Tellabs, and National Australia Bank (Bliss et al., 2018; Hopkins,
2018; Huang et al., 2019; Licht et al., 2018). Specifically, we exclude firm-years in the Ninth Circuit between
1998 and 2000 (related to the In re Silicon Graphics Inc. circuit court ruling), in the Ninth Circuit between 2004
and 2006 (related to the Dura Pharmaceuticals Supreme Court ruling), in the Seventh Circuit between 2006 and
2008 (related to the Tellabs Supreme Court ruling), and in the Second Circuit between 2007 and 2009 (related to
the National Australia Bank Supreme Court ruling). As we obtain similar results (tabulated in Internet Appendix
Table IA2), we conclude that our findings are not driven by a few influential rulings.

26When a district court ruling cites a precedent more than once, we count it as one citation. In Internet Appendix
Table IA3, Panel A, we provide an overview of the sample selection for the district court ruling sample.
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citations per precedent and each precedent’s citation likelihood, which is calculated as the num-

ber of citations scaled by the number of district court rulings after the precedent’s publication

date. On average, each precedent is cited by 21.1 district court rulings, a citation likelihood

of 2.80%. We also separate home-circuit citations (i.e., when a district court cites a precedent

from its home circuit) and non-home-circuit citations. Consistent with home-circuit precedents

being more important than non-home-circuit precedents in district courts’ deliberations, circuit

court precedents are around 26 times more likely to be cited by district courts in the same circuit

(19.75%) than by those in outside circuits (0.76%). Panel B tabulates citations for home-circuit

precedents by precedent and case type. GAAP precedents are more than twice as likely as non-

GAAP precedents to be cited by district courts (a 31.47% versus 15.28% citation likelihood;

this difference is significant at the 1% level). Consistent with GAAP precedents being more

relevant for GAAP cases, the difference is substantially higher when we only consider district

court cases covering GAAP allegations (23.12% in GAAP cases versus 12.91% in non-GAAP

cases; this difference is significant at the 1% level).

We further conduct a regression analysis at the case–precedent level to control for other

factors, such as judge ideology and circuit and over-time patterns, that may affect citations.

We match each district court case with all of the home-circuit precedents that it can cite (i.e.,

those decided prior to the district court ruling date) and obtain 40,999 case–precedent pairs. We

estimate the following linear probability regression model:27

Cited = f(GAAP Precedent, GAAP Case, Controls Citation) + ε, (1)

where Cited is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the district court ruling cites the precedent,

and 0 otherwise. The variable of interest is the interaction term of GAAP Precedent and GAAP

Case. We control for the base terms of the interaction, whether the district court judge presid-

ing over the case was nominated by a Democratic president (Liberal District Judge, following

Huang et al. (2019)), and whether the precedent affirms a district court dismissal (Dismissal

Precedent). We also include whether the district court judge’s ideology is consistent with the

precedent (Consistent Ideology) to control for judges’ tendency to cite precedents that are con-

27We use a linear probability model because logit models with a large number of fixed effects introduce a poten-
tial incidental parameter problem (Lancaster, 2000; Hsiao, 2003; Greene, 2004). The results of the logit models
(tabulated in Internet Appendix Table IA4) are qualitatively similar.
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sistent with their ideology (Niblett and Yoon, 2015).28 We further include circuit, precedent

year, and case year fixed effects. Detailed variable definitions are presented in Appendix B. We

cluster standard errors by precedent.

Table 4 presents the results. Consistent with our univariate results, district courts cite GAAP

precedents considerably more often when deciding a GAAP case (the interaction term of GAAP

Precedent and GAAP Case is 0.084, significant at the 1% level). In terms of economic magni-

tude, a GAAP precedent shows a 126.77% higher likelihood than a non-GAAP precedent to be

cited by a GAAP case (18.14% compared to 14.31%). We find similar results when we include

case and precedent fixed effects (column (2)). For the control variables, we find that non-GAAP

cases are more likely to cite GAAP precedents than non-GAAP precedents (GAAP Precedent,

significant at the 1% level) and that GAAP cases are more likely to cite precedents than non-

GAAP cases (GAAP Case, significant at the 1% level). In sum, the citation analyses show that

compared with non-GAAP precedents, GAAP precedents have a greater influence on district

court cases, especially on those that also allege GAAP violations.

Although these results suggest that district court judges consider circuit court precedents

when arguing a case, they are also consistent with judges’ first deciding on a case and then

searching for citations to justify their decisions. Thus, we also test whether circuit court prece-

dents affect district court decisions. Specifically, we analyze whether district courts are more

likely to dismiss cases after their home circuits have established more lenient precedents. Be-

cause circuit court precedents can affect plaintiffs’ decisions on whether to file a lawsuit in a

district court (Field et al., 2005; Cotropia et al., 2017), we focus on the effect of home-circuit

precedents made after plaintiffs file a case in the district court.

We merge the district court decisions from Google Scholar Case Law Search with the com-

plaint filings from Stanford Law School’s Securities Class Action Clearinghouse (SCAC) dataset

and CRSP using the defendant company name. We match the district court decisions with the

circuit court home-circuit precedents based on the jurisdiction and the case pending window

(i.e., the period between the case filing date and the district court decision date). The final

sample includes 440 district court case decisions.

28In Internet Appendix Table IA3, Panel B, we provide descriptive statistics for all variables in the district court
citation analysis sample.
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We estimate the following linear probability regression model:29

Dismissed = f(Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, (2)

Controls Decision) + ε.

The dependent variable, Dismissed, is an indicator variable that equals 1 if a district court dis-

misses a case, and 0 otherwise. Our variables of interest are the leniency of GAAP precedents

(Lenient GAAP Precedents pending) and non-GAAP precedents (Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents

pending). We expect both coefficients to be positive—that is, we expect that more lenient prece-

dents increase the likelihood that district courts dismiss pending cases. We also include in-

teractions of case type (GAAP Case) and precedent leniency to examine whether the effect of

precedent leniency on case outcomes varies with case type. We control for the case type (GAAP

Case), the ideology of the judges that may handle the appeal from the district court case (Lib-

eral Circuit at ruling), the ideology of the district court judge assigned to the case (Liberal Dis-

trict Judge), and case merit using the market reaction surrounding the lawsuit filing date (Filing

CAR).30 We further include year and circuit fixed effects to control for macroeconomic trends

and cross-circuit differences, such as demographics and growth potential, both of which might

affect case outcomes. We cluster standard errors by circuit.

Table 5 presents the results. In line with the citation analysis, GAAP precedents influence

district court rulings. The base term Lenient GAAP Precedents pending is positive and significant

at the 1% level, as shown in column (1). A district court is more likely to dismiss a case if its

home circuit accumulates more lenient GAAP precedents during the case pending period. The

economic magnitude of the effect of new GAAP precedents is sizable: one additional dismissal

affirmation by the circuit court during the case pending window increases the likelihood of the

district court dismissing the case at hand by 6.92% (relative to the unconditional likelihood

of dismissal of 81.14%). We do not find that GAAP precedent leniency has different effects in

GAAP and non-GAAP cases (GAAP Case× Lenient GAAP Precedents pending is not significant).

We observe no effect for non-GAAP precedents, regardless of the case type, which suggests that

non-GAAP precedents are less influential on future cases.

We conduct two placebo tests to ensure that the results are driven by home-circuit precedents

29In Internet Appendix Table IA5, we present qualitatively similar results obtained using logit models.
30In Internet Appendix Table IA3, Panel C, we provide descriptive statistics for all variables in the district court

decision analysis sample.
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during the case pending period. First, to verify that time-invariant circuit-specific leniency levels

do not explain our results, we use home-circuit precedents occurring in a pseudo window of 19

months (the median length of a district court case pending period in our sample) beginning from

one year after the ruling date (Lenient GAAP Precedents post). Second, we randomly assign a

non-home circuit to a district court case and use that circuit’s precedents during the case pending

window (Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home) to ascertain whether our results capture a general

trend in securities class action lawsuits affecting all circuits. The insignificant coefficients in

both placebo tests (tabulated in columns (2) and (3)) support that it is indeed the home-circuit

precedents developed during the case pending period that influence the district court outcomes.

Taken together, the district court citation and decision tests show that home-circuit prece-

dents on alleged GAAP violations affect district court decision-making, especially in cases that

also allege GAAP violations.

4.2. Precedents’ effect on firm litigation risk

To empirically test our hypothesis on the relationship between securities law precedents and

firms’ litigation risk, we assign each firm-year to a circuit based on the firm’s historical headquar-

ters location.31 We extract firms’ historical headquarters from their 10-K filings, downloaded

from the SEC’s EDGAR database. We then match the securities class action lawsuit data from

SCAC with Compustat and CRSP data using tickers and stock names. We define an indica-

tor variable, Sued, as 1 if a firm-year overlaps with the class period of a securities class action

lawsuit, and 0 otherwise.

To identify misreporting firm-years, we use data from the Audit Analytics Non-Reliance Re-

statement File. For each firm-year, we set an indicator variable, Misreport, which takes a value

of 1 if a firm subsequently restates its financial statements for that year, and 0 otherwise. Prior to

filing a lawsuit, plaintiffs use public information, such as restatement announcements and SEC

investigations, to infer managers’ intention to misreport (Donelson et al., 2020). Therefore,

we further classify each misreporting based on whether plaintiffs can infer managerial inten-

31Following the applicable civil procedures (28 U.S. Code §1391; 1404) and prior studies (Cox et al., 2009;
Huang et al., 2019), we assume that plaintiffs file securities class action lawsuits in a firm’s headquarters circuit.
While firms can change headquarters, such a move is costly, and circuit leniency is likely to be only one of many
factors. Nonetheless, to mitigate endogeneity, we limit our sample to firms that have not changed their headquarters
circuit during our sample period, and we find similar results (tabulated in Internet Appendix Table IA6).
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tion when they decide whether to file a lawsuit.32 We label misreporting as clearly intentional

(Clear Intent) if the restatement announcement mentions fraud or a SEC investigation, accord-

ing to Audit Analytics. We label other misreporting as ambiguous in intent (Ambiguous Intent).

For misreporting that we label as clearly intentional, plaintiffs can make a stronger argument

that managers have willingly defrauded investors. These allegations should be less likely to be

dismissed based on scienter regardless of a court’s leniency on misreporting. In contrast, cir-

cuit courts’ precedent leniency should have more influence on plaintiffs’ lawsuit filing decisions

when managers’ intention is more ambiguous (Donelson et al., 2013). The remaining variables

are as defined in Appendix B. We obtain the financial statement data from Compustat, the stock

price data from CRSP, the institutional holdings data from Thomson Reuters Finance, the an-

alyst data from IBES, the executive and compensation data from ExecuComp, and the board

composition data from RiskMetrics. We exclude firms from financial and utilities industries, as

such firms face a different regulatory structure and legal environment.

Table 6 provides descriptive statistics for the variables used in the firm-level analysis. Con-

tinuous firm-level variables are winsorized at the top and bottom 1% levels to mitigate the influ-

ence of outliers. Our variable of interest, Lenient GAAP Precedents, shows reasonable variation

at the firm-year level, with a standard deviation of 3.13 and an interquartile range between –1

and 2. Untabulated results show that the correlation between the two precedent variables (Le-

nient GAAP Precedents and Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents) is negative and statistically signif-

icant at –28.83%. The average firm-year observation has a market value of US$332.29 million,

a debt-to-asset ratio of 21.7%, and sales growth of 13.0%. Overall, 9.8% of the firm-years are

associated with financial misreporting, with 1.3% classified as clearly intentional and 8.5% as

ambiguous concerning intent.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that misreporting firms are less likely to be sued when the home circuit

has more lenient GAAP precedents. To test this hypothesis, we estimate the following linear

probability model:33

Sued = f(Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Misreport, (3)

Controls Sued) + ε,

32We do not use lawsuit outcomes to define managerial intention for two reasons. First, we focus on plaintiffs’
lawsuit filing decisions. Second, as we show in case-level analyses, lawsuit outcomes depend on court leniency on
misreporting.

33In Internet Appendix Table IA7, we present qualitatively similar results using logit models.
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where our main variable of interest is the interaction term of Misreport and Lenient GAAP

Precedents. Hypothesis 2 predicts a negative coefficient. We expect a weaker effect for the

interaction term of Misreport and Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, because these precedents

are less relevant to the plaintiffs’ decision to file a complaint against a misreporting firm. The

coefficient of Misreport captures the average effect of misreporting on the likelihood of being

sued by shareholders.

Following the literature (e.g., Kim and Skinner, 2012; Hopkins, 2018), we include the fol-

lowing firm characteristics to control for firms’ litigation risk: Litigious Industry, Size, Sales

Growth, Book-to-Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return, Volatility, Skewness, Turn-

over, IO, Leverage, and Financing. To control for changes in state securities laws that may

affect firms’ litigation risk, we include an indicator variable for the existence of universal de-

mand laws in a firm’s state of incorporation (UD Law) (Bourveau et al., 2018; Appel, 2019).

Following Huang et al. (2019), we control for circuit court judge ideology (Liberal Circuit),

state-level demographic and economic variables, and the state’s political leaning (GDP Growth,

Unemployment, Blue State). We cluster standard errors by circuit-year.34

Table 7 provides the results. In column (1), the coefficient of Misreport is significant and

positive. The coefficient’s magnitude (0.101) shows that misreporting increases firm-years’ like-

lihood of being sued by 190% relative to that of an average non-misreporting firm-year (10.1%

compared to the 5.31% litigation likelihood of firm-years without misreporting), in line with

misreporting triggering shareholder lawsuits (Johnson et al., 2007). Importantly, consistent with

Hypothesis 2, the estimated coefficient of the interaction term between Misreport and Lenient

GAAP Precedents (–0.004) is negative and significant at the 1% level. That is, misreporting

firms are less likely to be sued if they reside in a circuit with more lenient GAAP precedents.

The moderating effect of lenient precedents is economically meaningful. A one standard devia-

tion increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents, which represents three additional dismissals, results

in a 9.63% reduction in the odds of litigation against an average misreporting firm in our sam-

ple (–1.5% compared to 15.61%). For example, our results imply that misreporting firms in the

Ninth Circuit faced a 6.97% increase in litigation risk from 2002 to 2007 (1.44% compared to

20.69%), when the circuit’s Lenient GAAP Precedents decreased from 0 to –3. The coefficient

of the interaction term of Misreport and Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents is also negative but

34In Internet Appendix Tables IA8 and IA9, we present qualitatively similar results using state fixed effects and
circuit clustering, respectively.
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not significant, which is consistent with non-GAAP precedents being less relevant to plaintiffs’

filing decisions. The estimated coefficient of Liberal Circuit is positive and significant, which

is consistent with the role of liberal ideology in increasing litigation risk (Huang et al., 2019).

This evidence, combined with the significant effect of lenient GAAP precedents, suggests that

both judicial precedents and judge ideology affect firms’ litigation environment (Epstein and

Knight, 2013). The estimated coefficients of other control variables, such as Litigious Industry,

Size, Sales Growth, Volatility, Skewness, and Turnover are in line with the findings of Kim and

Skinner (2012).

In the remaining columns of Table 7, we separately examine the effects of lenient GAAP

precedents on firms involved in the two different misreporting types. We expect the effect of

lenient precedents to be stronger for cases that are more ambiguous with respect to manage-

rial intention than for clearly intentional misreporting cases. The results in columns (2) and

(3) are consistent with this intuition. First, both types of misreporting increase litigation risk,

but the effect of clearly intentional misreporting is stronger (as shown in columns (2) and (3),

Ambiguous Intent and Clear Intent are both significant and positive; the difference between

them is also significant at the 1% level). Second, and more importantly, the effect of lenient

GAAP precedents on misreporting firms’ litigation is driven only by misreporting with more

ambiguous managerial intent. Specifically, the interaction term between Ambiguous Intent and

Lenient GAAP Precedents in column (2) is negative and significant at the 5% level. In contrast,

the interaction between Clear Intent and Lenient GAAP Precedents in column (3) is not signif-

icant. Similar to before, the coefficients of Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents and its interactions

are not significant in both specifications. Last, we observe the same pattern when we consider

both types of misreporting in one regression. The coefficients in column (4) show that in terms

of economic magnitude, for firms with misreporting of ambiguous intention, a one standard

deviation increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents results in a 10.49% reduction in the litigation

probability (–1.38% compared to 13.17%).

In sum, the results in Table 7 show that circuit court leniency on alleged GAAP violations

reduces misreporting firms’ likelihood of being sued, especially when managerial intention is

more difficult to judge before a lawsuit is filed. This finding is consistent with the argument that

plaintiffs incorporate the effect of lenient precedents into their lawsuit filing decisions.
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4.3. Precedents’ effect on firm litigation risk – Cross-sectional analyses

We conduct three analyses to investigate the cross-sectional variations in the effect of judicial

precedents on litigation risk. We expect the effect to vary depending on the potential plaintiffs’

ability and incentive to consider the precedents’ implications for their lawsuit outcomes.

First, when potential plaintiffs are more sophisticated, they should be better equipped to

incorporate precedents into their filing decisions. Following Cheng et al. (2010), we measure

the potential plaintiffs’ sophistication level through their firms’ institutional ownership stakes.35

Institutional investors have more resources to monitor a case and are more experienced in secu-

rities litigation (Weiss and Beckerman, 1994; Perino, 2003, 2012).

Second, plaintiffs should have more incentives to consider all factors, including precedents,

in their filing decisions when they anticipate higher payoffs from potential lawsuits. We measure

expected lawsuit payoffs using firm size and firms’ ex-ante litigation risk. Larger firms are more

likely to settle a case and are better able to pay settlements, both of which increase the lawsuits’

expected payoffs (Choi and Pritchard, 2012). This observation is consistent with a deep-pocket

strategy, as plaintiffs routinely file lawsuits against large firms (Kasznik and Lev, 1995; Skinner,

1997). Prior studies also show that investors expect higher payoffs from lawsuits against firms

with higher predicted litigation risk (Finnerty and Pushner, 2002), which we measure following

Kim and Skinner (2012).

We estimate Equation (3) separately for subsamples with values above and below the median

of the aforementioned variables. Table 8 reports the results. As expected, the coefficient of the

interaction term of Misreport and Lenient GAAP Precedents is significant (at the 1% level)

for firms that are more likely to have sophisticated investors as the lead plaintiff, i.e., those

with high institutional ownership, but insignificant for those with low institutional ownership

(difference in the coefficients significant at the 1% level). For the expected lawsuit payoffs, the

interaction term of Misreport and Lenient GAAP Precedents is significant for firms with deep

pockets, i.e., large firms, and firms with high ex-ante litigation risk (both at the 1% level). In

contrast, smaller firms and firms with lower ex-ante litigation risks show no significant effect

(differences in the coefficients significant at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively). It is worth

noting that although the interaction terms of Misreport and Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents are

35The PSLRA’s lead plaintiff provision dictates that the most adequate plaintiff—usually the one with the largest
financial interest—is to be assigned as the lead plaintiff and is to retain counsel to represent the class (Choi and
Pritchard, 2012).
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also only negative and significant in the respective high groups, their magnitudes are smaller

than those of the interaction terms of Misreport and Lenient GAAP Precedents (differences in

the coefficients significant at the 5% level at least). The smaller magnitudes of the non-GAAP

precedent related variables are consistent with non-GAAP precedents being less relevant for

lawsuits related to misreporting.

Overall, the cross-sectional results show that the effect of leniency in GAAP precedents on

litigation risk is stronger for firms with potential plaintiffs that are better able to and have more

incentives to consider the implications of precedents for lawsuit outcomes.

5. Influence of securities law precedents on investor reactions and financial misreporting

5.1. Precedents’ effect on investors’ reactions to restatement announcements

In the previous section, we show that plaintiffs adjust their lawsuit filing decisions against

misreporting firms according to the precedents set in circuit courts. We further explore whether

investors incorporate precedents into their valuations when firms restate their financial reports.

Prior research finds a significant negative market reaction to restatement announcements, which

is consistent with diminished firm prospects and increased uncertainty from litigation (Palm-

rose et al., 2004; Files et al., 2009; Burks, 2011). Because lenient precedents reduce restating

firms’ potential litigation costs, we conjecture that investors’ reactions to restatement announce-

ments are less negative for firms residing in more lenient circuits. Note that we do not examine

investors’ reactions to precedent leniency itself, but rather their differential reactions to restate-

ment announcements based on precedent leniency.

We estimate the following linear regression model:

CAR =f(Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, (4)

Controls CAR) + ε,

where CAR is the market reaction to the restatement announcement, measured by the 3-day

market-adjusted return.36 Following the literature, we control for whether misreporting is pre-

sumably intentional (Clear Intent) and whether the earnings impact of the restatement is non-

negative (Overstatement). We also control for firm characteristics such as Size, IO, and Analysts.

36In untabulated tests, we use size-adjusted returns and Fama–French three-factor adjusted returns (Fama and
French, 1993), and we find similar results.
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We exclude restatements that are announced with earnings announcements, i.e., that occur

within two days, to reduce noise in measuring investors’ reactions to restatements. We clus-

ter standard errors by circuit-year.

Table 9 reports the results. Consistent with investors expecting lower litigation costs for mis-

reporting firms in lenient circuits, Lenient GAAP Precedents is positively associated with CAR

in column (1) (at the 1% level). A one standard deviation increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents

results in a 20.90% increase in the average announcement return (0.40% compared to –1.92%).

The coefficient of Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents is not significant. The restatement-level con-

trols behave as expected: misreporting that is more severe and overstatements are associated

with more negative returns. In columns (2) and (3), we separate clearly intentional misreporting

from more ambiguous cases and find that Lenient GAAP Precedents has a significant coefficient

only for misreporting with ambiguous intent, which is consistent with our previous finding that

leniency only affects litigation risk when managers’ intent to misreport is more difficult to judge.

We further conduct three cross-sectional analyses, as in Section 4.3. We expect investors

to anticipate that the effect of precedent leniency on firm litigation risk will be stronger when

firms have sophisticated potential plaintiffs and when potential lawsuits offer higher expected

payoffs. We therefore estimate Equation (4) separately for subsamples with values above and

below the medians of potential plaintiffs’ sophistication levels (institutional ownership) and ex-

pected lawsuit payoffs (firm size and firms’ ex-ante litigation risk).

Table 10 reports the results. We find evidence suggesting that investors’ pricing is more

likely to take precedent leniency into account when leniency has a stronger effect on litigation

risk. The coefficient of Lenient GAAP Precedent is significant for firms with high institutional

ownership (at the 1% level), deep pockets (at the 1% level), and high ex-ante litigation risk (at

the 10% level), but is not significant in the corresponding low groups. The difference in the

coefficients across the groups is significant for institutional ownership (at the 5% level). The

coefficients of Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents show no effect in any of the subgroups.

In sum, the evidence suggests that investors incorporate the impact of GAAP precedents on

firms’ expected litigation costs into their valuation of restatement announcements.

5.2. Precedents’ effect on firms’ financial misreporting decisions

Hypothesis 3 predicts that if firms understand the moderating effects of lenient precedents on

the expected litigation costs associated with misreporting, firms in more lenient circuits will be
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more inclined to misreport. To test this hypothesis, we estimate the following linear probability

model:37

Misreport = f(Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, (5)

Controls Misreport) + ε.

We control for firm characteristics related to litigation and state-level and circuit-level vari-

ables, as well as for determinants of misreporting, such as misreporting incentives and monitor-

ing. We use RSST Accruals, ∆Receivable, ∆Inventory, ∆Cash Sales, and Soft Assets to control

for accrual quality (Dechow et al., 2011); High LTG, High Buy, Strong Buy, and High PE to

control for market pressure from analysts and investors; and Overconfidence, PPS, Pay Slice,

Independent Board, CEO Chair, and BeatPCT to control for managerial compensation charac-

teristics and expectations (Chu et al., 2019).38 We cluster standard errors by circuit-year.

Table 11 reports the results. Consistent with Hypothesis 3, Lenient GAAP Precedents is

positively associated with Misreport in column (1) (at the 1% level). The economic signifi-

cance is sizable: a one standard deviation increase in Lenient GAAP Precedents increases the

odds of misreporting by firms in the circuit by 22.65% (2.22% compared to the unconditional

misreporting likelihood of 9.82%). Managers appear not to consider non-GAAP precedents

when deciding whether to misreport, as the coefficient of Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents is

insignificant. The control variables behave as expected. For instance, firms with more indepen-

dent boards are less likely to misreport, whereas firms with more soft assets or that are under

pressure from analysts show a higher likelihood of misreporting.

In columns (2) and (3), we separate clearly intentional misreporting from ambiguous cases.

In line with our previous results, lenient GAAP precedents increase firms’ tendency to produce

misreporting in which the intention is more difficult to determine (significant at the 1% level). In

contrast, lenient GAAP precedents do not affect clearly intentional misreporting. As such, when

managers face more lenient precedents, they increasingly engage in less severe misreporting for

which intent to deceive is more ambiguous and thus more difficult for potential plaintiffs to

judge. We interpret this finding as that managers strategically vary misreporting decisions to

take advantage of precedent leniency.

37In Internet Appendix Table IA7, we present qualitatively similar results obtained using logit models.
38Including market pressure and manager-related controls reduces our sample size from 58,576 to 10,425. In

a sensitivity test, we rerun the misreporting analysis without these variables and find qualitatively similar results
(tabulated in Internet Appendix Table IA10).
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Last, we estimate Equation (5) separately for the subsamples with values above and below

the medians of potential plaintiffs’ sophistication levels (institutional ownership) and expected

lawsuit payoffs (firm size and firms’ ex-ante litigation risk). If managers understand that the

effect of precedent leniency on litigation risk varies with these factors, their misreporting deci-

sions should react more to precedent leniency when it has a stronger influence on their firms’

litigation risk.

Table 12 reports the results. Consistent with the intuition, we observe that managers’ mis-

reporting decisions are more likely to take precedent leniency into account when its effect on

litigation risk is more pronounced. The coefficient of Lenient GAAP Precedents is significant

for firms with high institutional ownership, deep pockets, and high ex-ante litigation risk (all at

the 1% level) but not for firms with corresponding lower values, which is consistent with our

litigation risk results. Chi-square tests show that the differences in the coefficients across the

groups are significant (all at the 1% level). Similar to the results shown in Table 11, we observe

mostly significant but weaker results for Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents.

Overall, the results suggest that more lenient judicial precedents increase managers’ ten-

dency to engage in misreporting by lowering expected litigation costs, especially for cases of

misreporting that are more difficult for potential plaintiffs to judge managerial intent.

6. Summary

Under common law, precedents are principles and rules established in court rulings that

constrain courts’ future decision-making and are an essential part of firms’ litigation environ-

ment. This study provides systematic evidence that securities law precedents affect shareholder

litigation and firms’ financial misreporting.

We examine a comprehensive set of circuit court precedents on alleged securities law vi-

olations and find that courts differ significantly in their tendencies to dismiss securities class

action lawsuits. Using case-level analyses, we find that district courts heed their circuit courts’

precedents and are more likely to dismiss pending cases when circuit courts dismiss similar al-

legations. Firm-level analyses reveal that shareholders are less likely to sue misreporting firms

in circuits with precedents that are more lenient on alleged GAAP violations, especially when it

is more difficult to judge whether managers intentionally misled investors. The effect of prece-

dents on litigation risk is more pronounced in the presence of sophisticated potential plaintiffs
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and higher expected lawsuit payoffs. Consistent with lenient precedents lowering expected lit-

igation costs, in lenient circuits, investors react less negatively to restatement announcements

and firms misreport more often. Firms are particularly more likely to engage in the type of

misreporting for which plaintiffs will have difficulty establishing managerial intent when filing

a lawsuit. Investors and managers are also more likely to take precedent leniency into account

when it has a stronger effect on litigation risks. Both investors’ reactions to and firms’ likelihood

of engaging in misreporting vary with potential plaintiffs’ sophistication and expected lawsuit

payoffs.

In sum, our results suggest that securities law precedents induce heterogeneity in firms’

securities litigation risk, thus affecting their financial reporting quality.
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Appendix A. Collection of the Ruling Data
Download circuit court precedents on securities lawsuits
To obtain the full text of circuit court precedents on securities class action lawsuits, we use a Python
script that searches and downloads court rulings from Google Scholar Case Law Search (https://
scholar.google.com/scholar_courts). The search phrases include: “In re ‘securities litigation,’”
“securities litigation GAAP,” “securities litigation PSLRA,” “securities litigation GAAS auditor auditing
audit,” and “‘securities litigation’ and ‘Safe Harbor.’” We limit the search to the 12 circuit courts and
to the period between January 1996 and May 2018, which yields an initial sample of 2,026 circuit court
precedents.

Identify circuit court precedents on the motion to dismiss in securities class action lawsuits
We search within the full text of the rulings for phrases related to Rule 10b(5), securities fraud class
action, and motion to dismiss. We implement the following steps:

1. We remove 993 non-securities fraud precedents that do not contain “Rule 10b(5),” “Section 10 (b),”
“Securities Exchange Act,” and “Securities Fraud.”

2. We remove 226 precedents on non-class-action cases that do not contain “PSLRA,” “Private Se-
curities Litigation Reform Act,” “Class Action,” “Class Period,” “Class Member,” “Class of indi-
viduals,” “Class of Investors,” or that include “SEC,” “US,” or “USA” in the title.

3. We remove 228 precedents that do not rule on district court dismissals, including 155 that rule on
class certification, 58 that rule on district court orders to approve settlements, and 15 that rule on
plaintiffs’ rehearing petitions.

4. We remove 43 rulings that are either summary orders or memoranda, as such rulings have no
precedential value (McAlister, 2020).

5. A case may have multiple rulings, including its primary ruling, updates, and amendments. We
keep the primary ruling of each lawsuit. To do so, we first identify lawsuits with multiple rulings
using the ruling title. Next, we rank these rulings by their number of citations in Google Scholar
Case Law Search and manually verify that the one with the most citations is the primary ruling.
This step removes 98 rulings from our sample.

These steps leave us with a final sample of 438 circuit court precedents. Next, we classify each precedent
as either affirming or reversing the district court’s dismissal decision on alleged securities law violations
using keywords supplemented with manual reading. Specifically, we first search for keywords indicative
of an affirmation or a reversal in the concluding paragraph of the ruling (or the paragraph before a
dissenting opinion if the ruling includes one). Keywords indicative of an affirmation are “affirm,” “deny,”
“denied,” and “dismiss,” and those indicative of a reversal are “reverse,” “remand,” and “vacate.” If a
ruling contains both types of keywords or the phrase “in part,” i.e., if the precedent both affirms and
reverses some district court allegations, we read the ruling to determine whether it affirms or reverses
the alleged securities law violations.

Download district court rulings
We search and download rulings on securities class actions in the 94 district courts from January 1996
to May 2018 using the same Python script from Google Scholar Case Law Search. This initial step
yields 5,950 district court rulings. We remove rulings unrelated to Rule 10b(5), securities fraud class
action and those not on a motion to dismiss (similar to the procedure above), which results in a sample
of 1,221 rulings. We use this sample in our district court citation test, for which we merge the rulings
with the SCAC data using the defendant company name and the lawsuit filing date to obtain the class
period information, and with CRSP using the defendant company name to obtain data for our control
variables. The sample for the district court decision test has 440 district court rulings. See Table IA3 in
the Internet Appendix for details on the district court ruling sample.
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Classify circuit precedents and district rulings into GAAP and non-GAAP violations
To classify circuit court precedents and district court rulings into those with and without alleged GAAP
violations, we search for GAAP violation-related keywords in the full text of the rulings. We first code
a precedent or ruling as involving an alleged GAAP violation if it has a sentence that satisfies one of
the following three conditions: (i) it contains a GAAP keyword and a GAAP violation keyword, (ii) it
contains a GAAP keyword and a misstatement verb together with at least two misstated accounts, or (iii)
it contains a restatement verb and a restatement object keyword. See below for the full keyword list.

To minimize classification errors, we further verify our results in two steps. First, we manually read
the circuit precedents and district rulings that do not satisfy one of the above conditions but contain the
word “GAAP,” and we reclassify eight as GAAP precedents. Second, we read all precedents and cases
that do satisfy one of the above conditions to ascertain that they indeed include alleged GAAP violations
and are not merely citing other GAAP precedents. We reclassify four precedents as non-GAAP in this
step. Our final sample includes 121 GAAP precedents and 317 non-GAAP precedents (Table 1, Panels
A and B). We verify the classification for district court rulings with a similar approach and manually
reclassify 30 as GAAP and 15 as non-GAAP rulings. Our final sample for the district court citation test
includes 1,221 district rulings, of which 516 are GAAP rulings and 705 are non-GAAP rulings. Our
final sample for the district court decision test includes 440 rulings, of which 212 are GAAP rulings and
228 are non-GAAP rulings (See Table IA3 in the Internet Appendix).

GAAP violation keywords: “alleg*,” “conceal,” “disguise,” “exaggerat*,” “inflat*,” “fabricat*,”
“failure,” “failed,” “false,” “falsi*,” “fraud*,” “fictitious,” “improper,” “inadequate,” “incorrect,”
“investigat*,” “irregular,” “inappropriate,” “lied,” “lying,” “manipulat*,” “mislead,” “misled,” “mis-
tak*,” “premature,” “questionable,” “untrue,” “violat*,” “contrary to,” “cosmetically improv*,” “not
proper,” or “not comport*,” or “over-,” “under-,” “mis-,” “re-,” in combination with: “stating,”
“stated,” “states,” “statement,” “represent,” “report.”

GAAP keywords: “generally accepted accounting principles,” “accounting principle,” “financial ac-
counting standards,” “accounting standard,” “GAAP,” “GAAS,” “AICPA,” “FAS,” “FASB,” “SFAS,”
“IFRS,” “PCAOB,” “revenue recognition,” “revenue principle,” or “channel stuffing.”

Misstatement verb keywords: “delay,” “exaggerat*,” “fabricat,” “false,” “falsi*,” “fictitious,” “fraud,”
“lied,” “lying,” “inappropriate,” “incorrect,” “inflat*,” “improper,” “irregular,” “mistak*,” “mis-
represented,” “premature,” “questionable,” “untrue,” “contrary to,” “cosmetically improv*,” “not
proper,” “notcomport*,” or “over-,” “under-,” “mis-,” “re-,” in combination with: “stating,” “stated,”
“states,” “represent,” “report.”

Misstated accounts keywords: “revenue,” “sales,” “channel stuffing,” “costs of goods,” “costs of
product,” “costs of sales,” “costs of selling,” “costs of service,” “expense,” “expensing,” “capitaliz*,”
“depreciat*,” “net income,” “earning,” “profit,” “goodwill,” “impair*,” “receivable,” “payable,”
“inventory,” “asset,” “liability,” “equity,” “intangible asset,” “reserve,” “provision,” “allowance,”
“depreciation.”

Restatement verb keywords: “restate,” “restates,” “restating,” “restated,” “restatement.”

Restatement object keywords: “sales,” “revenue,” “cost,” “expense,” “earning,” “profit,” “income,”
“asset,” “liability,” “equity,” “goodwill,” “receivable,” “payable,” “financial report,” “annual re-
port,” “quarterly report,” “financial statement,” “10-K,” “10-Q.”
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Appendix B. Variable Definitions

This appendix provides the detailed variable definitions. The court ruling data are from Google Scholar Case
Law Search, the lawsuit filing data from Stanford Law School Securities Class Action Clearinghouse, the judge
appointing president from Federal Judicial Center, the financial statement data from Compustat, the financial
restatement data from Audit Analytics, the stock price data from CRSP, the historical headquarter location and
incorporating state data from SEC EDGAR, the 13-F institutional holding data from Thomson Reuters Institu-
tional Holdings, the state GDP data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the state unemployment data from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the state’s presidential election data from Wikipedia, analyst data from IBES, executive
and compensation data from ExecuComp, and board composition data from RiskMetrics.

Precedent Leniency Variables

Lenient (Non-)GAAP
Precedents

The difference between the cumulative number of dismissed and that of
reversed home-circuit (Non-)GAAP precedents. For case-level tests, we
identify the home circuit using the district court case’s circuit. For firm-
level tests, we use the firm-year’s historical headquarter circuit.

Lenient (Non-)GAAP
Precedents pending

The difference between the number of dismissed and that of reversed
home-circuit (Non-)GAAP precedents in the pending window of a district
court case.

Lenient (Non-)GAAP
Precedents post

The difference between the number of dismissed and that of reversed
home-circuit (Non-)GAAP precedents over a window of 19 months (the
median length of a district court case pending period in our sample) be-
ginning from one year after the ruling date of a district court case.

Lenient (Non-)GAAP
Precedents non-home

The differences between the number of dismissed and that of reversed
pseudo non-home-circuit (Non-)GAAP precedents in the pending window
of a district court case.

Dismissal Precedent An indicator variable that equals 1 if a circuit court precedent affirms a
district court’s decision to grant a motion to dismiss, and 0 otherwise.

Case-level Analysis Variables

Cited An indicator variable that equals 1 if a district court ruling cites a circuit
court precedent, and 0 otherwise.

GAAP Precedent An indicator variable that equals 1 if a circuit court precedent involves
GAAP violation allegations, and 0 otherwise.

GAAP Case An indicator variable that equals 1 if a district court case involves GAAP
violation allegations, and 0 otherwise.

Liberal District Judge An indicator variable that equals 1 if the district court judge presiding over
the case was appointed by a Democratic president, and 0 otherwise.

Consistent Ideology An indicator variable that equals 1 if the district court judge presiding
over the case is appointed by a Democratic (Republican) president and
the circuit court precedent reverses (affirms) a district court’s decision to
grant a motion to dismiss, and 0 otherwise.

Dismissed An indicator variable that equals 1 if a district court’s decision grants a
motion to dismiss, and 0 otherwise.
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Appendix B—Continued

Liberal Circuit at ruling The probability that a randomly selected three-judge panel in the home-
circuit has at least two judges appointed by a Democratic president as of
a district court ruling date.

Filing CAR The 3-day market-adjusted return surrounding the lawsuit filing date.

Firm-level Analysis Variables

Sued An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm-year overlaps with the class
period of a securities class action lawsuit, and 0 otherwise.

Misreport An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm subsequently restates its fi-
nancial statement for that fiscal year, and 0 otherwise.

Ambiguous Intent An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm subsequently restates its fi-
nancial statement for that fiscal year and the restatement announcement
mentions neither fraud nor an SEC investigation according to Audit Ana-
lytics, and 0 otherwise.

Clear Intent An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm subsequently restates its fi-
nancial statement for that fiscal year and the restatement announcement
mentions either fraud or an SEC investigation according to Audit Analyt-
ics, and 0 otherwise.

Liberal Circuit The probability that a randomly selected three-judge panel from the circuit
that has jurisdiction over the firm-year’s historical headquarter state has
at least two judges appointed by Democratic presidents.

Litigious Industry An indicator variable that equals 1 if a firm-year’s historical SIC code be-
longs to one of the following groups: biotech (2833-2836, 8731-8734),
computer (3570-3577, 7370-7374), electronics (3670-3674), or retail
(5200-5961), and 0 otherwise.

Size The natural logarithm of the market value of equity (CSHO×PRCC F) at
the end of a fiscal year.

Sales Growth Change in sales (SALE) from the prior to the current fiscal year, scaled by
lagged total assets (AT) at the end of a fiscal year.

Book-to-Market Book value of equity scaled by market value of equity (CEQ /
(CSHO×PRCC F)) at the end of a fiscal year.

∆Return on Assets Change in return on assets from the prior to the current fiscal year, calcu-
lated as income before extraordinary items (IB) scaled by total assets (AT)
at the end of a fiscal year.

Buy-and-Hold Return Cumulative daily raw returns (RET) over a fiscal year.

Volatility Standard deviation of daily raw returns (RET) over a fiscal year.

Skewness Skewness of daily raw returns (RET) over a fiscal year.

Turnover Sum of daily trading volume over a fiscal year (VOL), scaled by shares
outstanding at the end of the fiscal year (SHROUT).
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Appendix B—Continued

IO Percentage of institutional holdings as of the firm’s most recent 13-F filing
before the end of a fiscal year.

Leverage Sum of long-term debt (DLTT) and short-term debt (DLC) of a firm-year,
scaled by total assets (AT) at the end of a fiscal year.

Financing Sum of equity and debt issuance over a firm-year (SSTK + DLTIS), scaled
by total assets (AT) at the end of a fiscal year. Missing values are set to
zero.

UD Law An indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm’s incorporating state has en-
acted universal demand laws prior to the fiscal year end, and 0 otherwise.

GDP Growth The annual percentage change in GDP of a firm-year’s historical head-
quarter state.

Unemployment The unemployment rate of a firm-year’s historical headquarter state.

Blue State An indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm’s historical headquarter state
voted for a Democratic candidate in the most recent presidential election,
and 0 otherwise.

Predicted Litigation Risk The predicted firm-specific litigation risk estimated using a logit regres-
sion of Sued = f (Litigious Industry, Log(Total Assets), Sales Growth, Buy-
and-Hold Return, Volatility, Skewness, Turnover) + ε, following Kim and
Skinner (2012).

CAR The 3-day market-adjusted return centered on the restatement announce-
ment day.

Overstatement An indicator variable that equals 1 if an announced restatement adjusts
net income downward, and 0 otherwise.

Analysts The natural logarithm of 1 plus the number of analysts following a firm.
For missing values, we assume that the number of analysts is zero.

RSST Accruals Total accrual following Richardson et al. (2005), calculated as the sum of
changes in net working capital (ACT - CHE - LCT + DLC), changes in
net non-current operating assets (AT - ACT - IVAO - LT + LCT + DLTT),
and changes in net financial assets (IVST + IVAO - DLTT - DLC - PSTK),
relative to the prior year, scaled by average total assets.

∆Receivable Change in account receivable (RECT) from the prior to the current fiscal
year, scaled by average total assets.

∆Inventory Change in inventory (INVT) from the prior to the current fiscal year,
scaled by average total assets.

∆Cash Sales Change in cash sales (SALE - RECCH) from the prior to the current fiscal
year, scaled by average total assets.

Soft Assets Assets other than cash and tangible assets (AT - CHE - PPENT), scaled
by average total assets.
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Appendix B—Continued

High LTG An indicator variable that equals 1 if the median analyst consensus long-
term growth forecast, calculated as the most recent quarterly consensus
forecast after the end of fiscal year t-1 and before the first earnings an-
nouncement of year t, is in the top annual quintile, and 0 otherwise.

High Buy An indicator variable that equals 1 if the percentage of analysts giving
buy and strong buy recommendations, calculated as of the most recent
quarterly IBES summary date after the end of fiscal year t-1 and before the
first earnings announcement of fiscal year t, is in the top annual quintile,
and 0 otherwise.

Strong Buy An indicator variable that equals 1 if the most recent quarterly analyst
consensus after the end of fiscal year t-1 and before the first earnings an-
nouncement of year t is strong buy, and 0 otherwise.

High PE An indicator variable that equals 1 if the analyst forecasted forward price-
to-earnings ratio, calculated as the stock price at the beginning of year t
divided by the most recent quarterly consensus median EPS forecast for
year t after the first earnings announcement of year t-1, is in the top annual
quintile, and 0 otherwise.

Overconfidence An indicator variable that equals 1 Options-based measure of CEO over-
confidence following Hirshleifer et al. (2012). Indicator variable equals 1
for all years after a CEO holds options that are at least 67% in the money,
and 0 otherwise. The average moneyness of the options is calculated as
the stock price divided by the estimated strike price minus one. For each
CEO-year, we calculate the average realizable value per vested option by
dividing the total realizable value of the vested options by the number of
vested options held by the CEO. The strike price is calculated as the fiscal
year-end stock price minus the average realizable value.

PPS The CEO’s pay-for-performance sensitivity following Feng et al. (2011),
calculated as ONEPCT/(ONEPCT+Salary+Bonus), with ONEPCT being
the total change in value of the executive’s stock and stock option portfolio
in response to a one percent change in the stock price.

Pay Slice The CEO’s total compensation (TDC1) as a percentage of the total com-
pensation of the top five executives.

Independent Board The annual quintile ranking of the firm in percentage of independent di-
rectors.

CEO Chair An indicator variable that equals 1 if the CEO is also the chairman of the
board, and 0 otherwise.

BeatPCT The percentage of quarters in which a firm meets or beats the median
analyst EPS forecast in the prior three years.
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Figure 1: Geographic Boundaries of United States Courts of Appeals and United States District Courts

Source: http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/u.s. federal courts circuit map 1.pdf
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Figure 2: Time Series of Lenient GAAP and Non-GAAP Precedents by Circuit
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Precedent Type: Lenient GAAP Precedents Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents

This figure shows the time series of GAAP and Non-GAAP precedent leniency by circuits. The variable definitions
are in Appendix B. A detailed description of the sample selection procedure is in Appendix A.
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Table 1: Circuit Court Precedents – Sample Selection and Composition

This table reports the circuit court precedents sample selection process (Panel A) and breakdown by allegation
types (Panel B). A detailed description of the sample selection procedure is in Appendix A.
Panel A: Circuit Court Precedents Sample Selection

# Precedents

Google Scholar results for circuit court rulings between 1996 and 2018 2,026
Less: non-Rule 10b(5) securities fraud cases (993) 1,033
Less: non-class action cases (e.g., SEC, DOJ, or individuals plaintiffs) (226) 807
Less: rulings not on motion to dismiss (e.g., rehearings, settlements) (228) 579
Less: non-precedential rulings (e.g., summary orders or memoranda) (43) 536
Less: duplicated rulings (98) 438

Number of circuit court precedents: 438
GAAP precedents 121
Non-GAAP precedents 317

Panel B: Circuit Court GAAP Precedents by Allegation Type
# Precedents

With alleged income statement misreporting: 110
Revenue 82
Non-revenue income statement accounts 28

Without alleged income statement misreporting 11

Number of circuit court GAAP precedents 121
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Table 2: Circuit Court Precedents – Distribution by Year and by Circuits

This table reports the distribution of circuit court precedents by year (Panel A) and by circuit (Panel B).
Panel A: Circuit Court Precedents by Year

All Precedents GAAP Precedents Non-GAAP Precedents

Year # Dismissals Reversals # Dismissals Reversals # Dismissals Reversals

1997 14 11 3 2 1 1 12 10 2
1998 9 7 2 2 2 0 7 5 2
1999 18 14 4 4 2 2 14 12 2
2000 15 6 9 8 1 7 7 5 2
2001 19 11 8 3 1 2 16 10 6
2002 25 19 6 10 8 2 15 11 4
2003 19 11 8 10 4 6 9 7 2
2004 26 17 9 12 9 3 14 8 6
2005 19 15 4 9 6 3 10 9 1
2006 18 11 7 9 5 4 9 6 3
2007 18 13 5 4 4 0 14 9 5
2008 34 24 10 7 6 1 27 18 9
2009 29 19 10 11 8 3 18 11 7
2010 23 15 8 3 3 0 20 12 8
2011 23 15 8 3 1 2 20 14 6
2012 18 10 8 3 1 2 15 9 6
2013 21 16 5 2 2 0 19 14 5
2014 26 18 8 5 4 1 21 14 7
2015 17 10 7 7 5 2 10 5 5
2016 22 11 11 4 1 3 18 10 8
2017 17 13 4 2 1 1 15 12 3
2018 8 5 3 1 1 0 7 4 3

Total 438 291 147 121 76 45 317 215 102

Panel B: Circuit Court Precedents by Circuit
All Precedents GAAP Precedents Non-GAAP Precedents

Circuit # Dismissals Reversals # Dismissals Reversals # Dismissals Reversals

1st 33 27 6 8 6 2 25 21 4
2nd 89 52 37 20 6 14 69 46 23
3rd 41 27 14 7 5 2 34 22 12
4th 15 12 3 7 6 1 8 6 2
5th 33 20 13 10 6 4 23 14 9
6th 31 24 7 14 12 2 17 12 5
7th 24 17 7 2 1 1 22 16 6
8th 42 34 8 13 11 2 29 23 6
9th 82 45 37 24 11 13 58 34 24
10th 21 16 5 8 5 3 13 11 2
11th 24 17 7 7 7 0 17 10 7
DC 3 0 3 1 0 1 2 0 2

Total 438 291 147 121 76 45 317 215 102
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Table 3: District Court Citation of Circuit Court Precedents

This table reports the district court citation of home-circuit and non-home-circuit precedents (Panel A) and in the home-circuit by precedent and case type (Panel B).
Citations per precedent are calculated as the number of district court citations scaled by the number of circuit court precedents. The citation likelihood is calculated
as the number of district court citations scaled by the number of district court rulings after a precedent’s publication date. Significance of differences are calculated
based on two-tailed t-test clustered at the precedent level. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.
Panel A: District Court Citation of Home-Circuit and Non-Home-Circuit Precedents

All Circuit Citation Home-Circuit Citation Non-Home-Circuit Citation

Per Precedent Likelihood Per Precedent Likelihood Per Precedent Likelihood

All Precedents 438 21.1 2.80% 15.9 19.75% 5.2 0.76%

Home-circuit precedent citation likelihood – Non-home-circuit precedent citation likelihood: 18.99%∗∗∗

Panel B: Home-Circuit Precedent Citation by Circuit Court Precedent and District Court Case Type

Citation by All Cases Citation by GAAP Cases Citation by Non-GAAP Cases

Per Precedent Likelihood Per Precedent Likelihood Per Precedent Likelihood

GAAP Precedents 121 25.6 31.47% 12.1 39.64% 13.5 27.35%
Non-GAAP Precedents 317 12.1 15.28% 5.1 16.52% 7.0 14.44%

GAAP – Non-GAAP Precedents 16.19%∗∗∗ 23.12%∗∗∗ 12.91%∗∗∗

GAAP precedent citation likelihood by GAAP cases – GAAP precedent citation likelihood by Non-GAAP cases: 12.29%∗∗∗

Non-GAAP precedent citation likelihood by GAAP cases – Non-GAAP precedent citation likelihood by Non-GAAP cases: 2.07%

Difference in GAAP cases’ precedent citation likelihood – Difference in Non-GAAP cases’ precedent citation likelihood: 10.21%∗∗∗
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Table 4: District Court Citation of Home-Circuit Precedents

This table reports the relation between district court citation of home-circuit court prece-
dents and precedent and case type. We estimate the linear-probability model of Cited
= f (GAAP Precedent, GAAP Case, Controls Citation) + ε. Controls Citation includes
Liberal District Judge, Dismissal Precedent, Consistent Ideology, and precedent-year, case-
year, and circuit fixed-effects in Column 1. Column 2 replaces precedent-year, case-year, and
circuit fixed-effects with precedent and case fixed-effects. t-Statistics based on standard er-
rors clustered by precedents are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗

indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions
are in Appendix B.

(1) (2)

Dependent Variable Cited

GAAP Precedent × GAAP Case 0.084∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗

(4.95) (5.13)
GAAP Precedent 0.097∗∗∗

(3.67)
GAAP Case 0.014∗∗

(2.26)
Liberal District Judge −0.000

(−0.11)
Dismissal Precedent 0.035

(1.41)
Consistent Ideology 0.005 0.001

(0.79) (0.20)
Intercept 0.016 0.160∗∗∗

(0.18) (56.48)

Precedent and Case Year FE Yes No
Circuit FE Yes No
Precedent and Case FE No Yes

Number of Observations 40,999 40,999
Adjusted R2 0.082 0.354
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Table 5: Precedent Leniency and District Court Ruling Decisions

This table reports the relation between district court ruling decisions and leniency in circuit precedents. We estimate the
linear-probability model of Dismissed = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Controls Decision)
+ ε. Controls Decision includes GAAP Case, Liberal Circuit at ruling, Liberal District Judge, Filing CAR, and ruling year
and circuit fixed-effects. Column 1 measures the leniency of circuit precedents during the case pending window in the home
circuit, column 2 during the post ruling window, and column 3 during the case pending window in a pseudo non-home
circuit. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by precedents are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗,
∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variable Dismissed

Lenient GAAP Precedents pending 0.056∗∗∗

(4.27)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents pending 0.009

(0.95)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents pending −0.027

(−1.13)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents pending −0.011

(−1.13)
Lenient GAAP Precedents post 0.003

(0.11)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents post −0.008

(−1.12)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents post −0.010

(−0.50)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents post −0.006

(−0.45)
Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home 0.006

(0.29)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents non-home −0.009

(−0.98)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home −0.019

(−0.94)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents non-home −0.019

(−0.99)
GAAP Case 0.031 0.016 0.042

(0.84) (0.39) (1.37)
Liberal Circuit at ruling 0.606 0.594 0.545

(1.75) (1.77) (1.63)
Liberal District Judge −0.027 −0.026 −0.024

(−0.86) (−0.78) (−0.70)
Filing CAR 0.046 0.002 0.024

(0.58) (0.02) (0.38)
Intercept 0.790∗∗∗ 0.801∗∗∗ 0.807∗∗∗

(9.30) (9.96) (10.28)

Ruling Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 440 440 440
Adjusted R2 0.001 -0.008 0.001
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Table 6: Descriptive Statistics – Firm-level Analysis

This table reports descriptives for the variables in firm-level analyses. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.
N Mean S.D. p25 Median p75

Litigation Risk Analysis
Lenient GAAP Precedents 69,284 0.389 3.129 -1.000 0.000 2.000
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 69,284 5.431 5.364 1.000 4.000 9.000
Sued 69,284 0.063 0.243 0.000 0.000 0.000
Misreport 69,284 0.098 0.298 0.000 0.000 0.000
Ambiguous Intent 69,284 0.085 0.279 0.000 0.000 0.000
Clear Intent 69,284 0.013 0.112 0.000 0.000 0.000
Liberal Circuit 69,284 0.400 0.182 0.247 0.388 0.564
Litigious Industry 69,284 0.310 0.462 0.000 0.000 1.000
Size 69,284 5.806 2.128 4.262 5.802 7.239
Sales Growth 69,284 0.130 0.359 -0.017 0.064 0.208
Book-to-Market 69,284 0.555 0.612 0.230 0.432 0.745
∆Return on Assets 69,284 -0.007 0.233 -0.043 -0.001 0.032
Buy-and-Hold Return 69,284 0.128 0.671 -0.275 0.029 0.355
Volatility 69,284 0.039 0.023 0.023 0.033 0.048
Skewness 69,284 0.465 1.264 -0.071 0.369 0.888
Turnover 69,284 196.422 193.607 65.935 136.809 256.431
IO 69,284 0.428 0.326 0.112 0.401 0.724
Leverage 69,284 0.217 0.223 0.011 0.169 0.343
Financing 69,284 0.218 0.380 0.005 0.046 0.252
UD Law 69,284 0.108 0.311 0.000 0.000 0.000
GDP Growth 69,284 0.030 0.028 0.013 0.026 0.047
Unemployment 69,284 0.070 0.032 0.048 0.061 0.083
Blue State 69,284 0.681 0.466 0.000 1.000 1.000
Announcement Return Analysis
CAR 3,904 -0.019 0.096 -0.047 -0.008 0.021
Overstatement 3,904 0.833 0.373 1.000 1.000 1.000
Clear Intent 3,904 0.107 0.309 0.000 0.000 0.000
Analysts 3,904 1.399 1.007 0.693 1.386 2.197
Misreporting Analysis
RSST Accruals 10,425 0.034 0.134 -0.017 0.030 0.082
∆Receivable 10,425 0.011 0.041 -0.004 0.008 0.026
∆Inventory 10,425 0.008 0.033 -0.001 0.002 0.016
∆Cash Sales 10,425 0.109 0.281 -0.004 0.076 0.181
Soft Assets 10,425 0.572 0.216 0.423 0.596 0.744
High LTG 10,425 0.064 0.246 0.000 0.000 0.000
High Buy 10,425 0.036 0.186 0.000 0.000 0.000
Strong Buy 10,425 0.083 0.277 0.000 0.000 0.000
High PE 10,425 0.240 0.427 0.000 0.000 0.000
Overconfidence 10,425 0.682 0.466 0.000 1.000 1.000
PPS 10,425 0.296 0.230 0.120 0.228 0.415
Pay Slice 10,425 0.395 0.117 0.326 0.395 0.462
Independent Board 10,425 0.714 0.164 0.615 0.750 0.857
CEO Chair 10,425 0.719 0.449 0.000 1.000 1.000
BeatPCT 10,425 0.747 0.193 0.583 0.750 0.917
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Table 7: Precedent Leniency and Shareholder Litigation Against Misreporting Firms

This table reports the relation between securities class action lawsuit occurrences and leniency in circuit court prece-
dents. We estimate the linear-probability model of Sued = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents,
Misreport, Controls Sued) + ε. Control Sued includes Liberal Circuit, Litigious Industry, Size, Sales Growth, Book-to-
Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return, Volatility, Skewness, Turnover, IO, Leverage, Financing, UD Law,
GDP Growth, Unemployment, Blue State, and year and circuit fixed-effects in Column 1. Columns 2, 3, and 4 replace
Misreport with Ambiguous Intent, Clear Intent, and both Ambiguous Intent and Clear Intent, respectively. t-Statistics
based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indi-
cate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent Variable Sued

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗∗

(−3.07)
Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.001

(−1.05)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.003∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗

(−2.45) (−2.62)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 −0.000

(0.06) (−0.06)
Clear Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.000 −0.000

(0.01) (−0.05)
Clear Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.002 0.002

(0.52) (0.56)
Misreport 0.101∗∗∗

(12.28)
Ambiguous Intent 0.066∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗

(8.60) (9.17)
Clear Intent 0.230∗∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗

(9.86) (10.09)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.001 −0.001 −0.001∗∗ −0.001

(−1.29) (−1.38) (−2.04) (−1.65)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(1.57) (1.24) (1.34) (1.23)
Liberal Circuit 0.024∗∗ 0.025∗∗ 0.024∗∗ 0.023∗∗

(2.32) (2.42) (2.30) (2.16)
Litigious Industry 0.010∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(4.05) (4.30) (4.39) (4.08)
Size 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗

(11.11) (11.19) (11.02) (10.99)
Sales Growth 0.039∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗

(7.05) (7.26) (7.06) (6.90)
Book-to-Market −0.002 −0.001 −0.001 −0.002

(−1.09) (−0.76) (−0.72) (−1.20)
∆Return on Assets −0.011∗∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.010∗ −0.011∗∗

(−2.08) (−2.09) (−1.95) (−2.03)
Buy-and-Hold Return 0.003 0.003 0.004∗ 0.004∗

(1.59) (1.61) (1.87) (1.72)
Volatility 0.786∗∗∗ 0.780∗∗∗ 0.758∗∗∗ 0.777∗∗∗

(6.42) (6.36) (6.21) (6.38)
Skewness −0.004∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗

(−3.84) (−3.90) (−4.02) (−3.86)
Turnover 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗

(10.25) (10.48) (10.40) (10.13)
IO −0.023∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗

(−5.12) (−5.21) (−4.85) (−4.92)
Leverage −0.010 −0.008 −0.008 −0.011∗

(−1.63) (−1.26) (−1.25) (−1.78)
Financing 0.030∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗

(4.88) (4.79) (4.81) (4.94)
UD Law −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗
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(−4.75) (−4.87) (−4.80) (−4.66)
GDP Growth 0.054 0.052 0.045 0.051

(1.06) (1.02) (0.88) (1.02)
Unemployment 0.231∗∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗

(4.25) (4.27) (4.17) (4.23)
Blue State 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001

(0.34) (0.29) (0.15) (0.30)
Intercept −0.155∗∗∗ −0.156∗∗∗ −0.152∗∗∗ −0.152∗∗∗

(−9.47) (−9.50) (−9.25) (−9.31)

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 69,284 69,284 69,284 69,284
Adjusted R2 0.073 0.065 0.072 0.078
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Table 8: Precedent Leniency and Shareholder Litigation Against Misreporting Firms – Partitioning Tests

This table reports the relation between securities class action lawsuit occurrences and leniency in circuit court precedents in samples of high and low plaintiffs’
sophistication level and incentives. We estimate the linear-probability model of Sued = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Misreport,
Controls Sued) + ε. Controls Sued includes Liberal Circuit, Litigious Industry, Size, Sales Growth, Book-to-Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return,
Volatility, Skewness, Turnover, IO, Leverage, Financing, UD Law, GDP Growth, Unemployment, Blue State, and year and circuit fixed-effects. Columns 1, 3, and
5 (2, 4, and 6) use firm-years with above (below) the sample medians of IO, Size, and Predicted Litigation Risk, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors
clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The
variable definitions are in Appendix B.
Partition Variables IO Size Predicted Litigation Risk

High Low High Low High Low
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent Variable Sued Sued Sued

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.007∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.007∗∗∗ 0.000 −0.007∗∗∗ 0.001
(−4.27) (0.24) (−3.72) (0.09) (−3.84) (0.43)

Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗∗ 0.002 −0.003∗ 0.001 −0.003∗ 0.001
(−2.92) (1.58) (−1.92) (0.62) (−1.90) (0.67)

Misreport 0.132∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.067∗∗∗ 0.135∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗

(10.02) (8.30) (10.61) (7.83) (11.36) (5.93)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.001 −0.001 −0.001∗ −0.000 −0.001 −0.001∗

(−0.81) (−0.87) (−1.70) (−0.72) (−0.76) (−1.65)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.001∗∗ 0.000 0.001∗∗ 0.001 0.000

(0.81) (2.15) (0.60) (2.12) (1.10) (0.56)

Controls Sued Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 34,642 34,642 34,642 34,642 34,642 34,642
Adjusted R2 0.063 0.089 0.079 0.048 0.069 0.037

Testing the equality of coefficients of Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents between High and Low subsamples:

χ2 8.722∗∗∗ 6.034∗∗ 7.481∗∗∗
p-value 0.003 0.014 0.006
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Table 9: Precedent Leniency and Restatement Announcement Reactions

This table reports the relation between restatement announcement reactions and leniency in circuit court prece-
dents. We estimate the linear model of CAR = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents,
Controls CAR) + ε. Control CAR includes Clear Intent, Overstatement, Size, IO, Analysts, Liberal Circuit, UD
Law, GDP Growth, Unemployment, and Blue State. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-
year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and
0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.
Partition Variables All Restatements Ambiguous Intent Clear Intent

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variables CAR

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001
(2.79) (2.73) (0.32)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.68) (0.70) (0.10)

Overstatement −0.017∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.040∗∗∗

(−5.43) (−4.53) (−2.68)
Clear Intent −0.037∗∗∗

(−6.56)
Size 0.002∗ 0.003∗∗ −0.002

(1.65) (2.10) (−0.37)
IO −0.002 0.000 −0.017

(−0.28) (0.00) (−0.64)
Analysts −0.004∗ −0.005∗∗ 0.006

(−1.73) (−2.22) (0.52)
Liberal Circuit 0.002 0.007 −0.049

(0.22) (0.77) (−1.18)
UD Law −0.005 −0.005 0.000

(−1.24) (−1.31) (0.03)
GDP Growth −0.144∗∗ −0.166∗∗ −0.031

(−2.00) (−2.24) (−0.11)
Unemployment 0.040 0.026 0.142

(0.81) (0.47) (0.67)
Blue State −0.003 −0.003 −0.007

(−0.88) (−0.77) (−0.54)
Intercept −0.006 −0.011 0.008

(−0.71) (−1.26) (0.20)

Number of Observations 3,904 3,486 418
Adjusted R2 0.022 0.007 -0.009
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Table 10: Precedent Leniency and Restatement Announcement Reactions – Partitioning Tests

This table reports the relation between restatement announcement reactions and leniency in circuit court precedents in samples of high and low plaintiffs’ sophistication
level and incentives. We estimate the linear model of CAR = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Controls CAR) + ε. Control CAR includes
Clear Intent, Overstatement, Size, IO, Analysts, Liberal Circuit, UD Law, GDP Growth, Unemployment, and Blue State. Columns 1, 3, and 5 (2, 4, and 6) use firm-years
with above (below) the sample medians of IO, Size, and Predicted Litigation Risk, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in
parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.
Partition Variables IO Size Predicted Litigation Risk

High Low High Low High Low
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent Variable CAR CAR CAR

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.002∗∗∗ −0.000 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001 0.001∗ 0.001
(4.08) (−0.27) (2.68) (1.32) (1.92) (0.75)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.73) (0.17) (0.77) (0.40) (0.15) (0.53)

Controls CAR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 1,952 1,952 1,952 1,952 1,952 1,952
Adjusted R2 0.031 0.014 0.020 0.022 0.024 0.019

Testing the equality of coefficients of Lenient GAAP Precedents between High and Low subsamples:

χ2 4.784∗∗ 0.027 0.314
p-value 0.029 0.870 0.575
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Table 11: Precedent Leniency and Firms’ Likelihood of Misreporting

This table reports the relation between misreporting occurrences and leniency in circuit court precedents. We estimate the
linear-probability model of Misreport = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Controls Misreport)
+ ε. Controls Misreport includes Controls Sued, i.e., Liberal Circuit, Litigious Industry, Size, Sales Growth, Book-to-
Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return, Volatility, Skewness, Turnover, IO, Leverage, Financing, UD Law,
GDP Growth, Unemployment, Blue State, and adds RSST Accruals, ∆Receivable, ∆Inventory, ∆Cash Sales, Soft Assets,
High LTG, High Buy, Strong Buy, High PE, Overconfidence, PPS, Pay Slice, Independent Board, CEO Chair, BeatPCT,
and year and circuit fixed-effects. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses
below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable
definitions are in Appendix B.

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variables Misreport Ambiguous Intent Clear Intent

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.000
(4.10) (4.52) (−0.04)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.000 0.000 −0.000
(−0.27) (0.16) (−1.39)

Liberal Circuit 0.143∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗ 0.020
(3.13) (3.08) (1.14)

Litigious Industry 0.048∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(5.20) (4.61) (3.34)
Size −0.004 −0.007∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(−1.53) (−2.63) (2.04)
Sales Growth 0.063∗∗∗ 0.025 0.038∗∗∗

(2.86) (1.28) (2.63)
Book-to-Market 0.041∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(3.70) (2.79) (2.82)
∆Return on Assets 0.002 −0.006 0.008

(0.05) (−0.16) (0.38)
Buy-and-Hold Return 0.003 0.005 −0.002

(0.38) (0.67) (−0.52)
Volatility 0.746∗ 0.263 0.483∗∗∗

(1.72) (0.62) (2.93)
Skewness −0.002 −0.004 0.001

(−0.76) (−1.19) (1.04)
Turnover 0.000∗∗ 0.000∗ 0.000∗∗

(2.48) (1.96) (2.49)
IO 0.013 0.013 0.001

(0.82) (0.79) (0.10)
Leverage 0.089∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗

(4.34) (3.18) (3.01)
Financing 0.006 0.004 0.003

(0.40) (0.26) (0.27)
UD Law −0.012 −0.001 −0.010∗∗∗

(−1.25) (−0.14) (−3.71)
GDP Growth −0.035 0.007 −0.042

(−0.19) (0.04) (−0.55)
Unemployment 0.238 0.135 0.103∗

(1.08) (0.64) (1.94)
Blue State 0.001 0.004 −0.003

(0.11) (0.43) (−0.74)
RSST Accruals 0.030 0.038 −0.008

(0.99) (1.49) (−0.50)
∆Receivable −0.068 0.006 −0.074

(−0.61) (0.07) (−1.32)
∆Inventory −0.012 −0.079 0.067

(−0.09) (−0.64) (1.29)
∆Cash Sales −0.025 −0.025 0.000

(−1.36) (−1.59) (0.00)
Soft Assets 0.029∗ 0.003 0.027∗∗∗

(1.79) (0.18) (4.33)
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High LTG 0.014 0.003 0.011
(0.90) (0.21) (1.54)

High Buy −0.002 −0.001 −0.001
(−0.10) (−0.05) (−0.14)

Strong Buy 0.023∗ 0.013 0.010∗

(1.75) (1.05) (1.75)
High PE 0.007 0.008 −0.001

(0.89) (1.07) (−0.30)
Overconfidence −0.012∗ −0.018∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(−1.80) (−2.78) (2.78)
PPS 0.008 0.009 −0.001

(0.59) (0.74) (−0.21)
Pay Slice 0.008 0.010 −0.002

(0.31) (0.45) (−0.20)
Independent Board −0.062∗∗∗ −0.059∗∗∗ −0.004

(−2.70) (−2.66) (−0.38)
CEO Chair −0.006 −0.003 −0.002

(−0.87) (−0.55) (−0.94)
BeatPCT −0.026 −0.037∗∗ 0.011∗

(−1.53) (−2.25) (1.79)
Intercept 0.011 0.069∗ −0.059∗∗∗

(0.24) (1.75) (−3.16)

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 10,425 10,425 10,425
Adjusted R2 0.037 0.031 0.026
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Table 12: Precedent Leniency and Firms’ Likelihood of Misreporting – Partitioning Tests

This table reports the relation between misreporting occurrences and leniency in circuit court precedents in samples of high and low plaintiffs’ sophistication level and
incentives. We estimate the linear-probability model of Misreport = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Controls Misreport) + ε. Con-
trols Misreport includes Controls Sued, i.e., Liberal Circuit, Litigious Industry, Size, Sales Growth, Book-to-Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return,
Volatility, Skewness, Turnover, IO, Leverage, Financing, UD Law, GDP Growth, Unemployment, Blue State, and adds RSST Accruals, ∆Receivable, ∆Inventory,
∆Cash Sales, Soft Assets, High LTG, High Buy, Strong Buy, High PE, Overconfidence, PPS, Pay Slice, Independent Board, CEO Chair, BeatPCT, and year and
circuit fixed-effects. Columns 1, 3, and 5 (2, 4, and 6) use firm-years with above (below) the sample medians of IO, Size, and Predicted Litigation Risk, respectively.
t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05,
and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B.
Partition Variables IO Size Predicted Litigation Risk

High Low High Low High Low
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent Variable Misreport Misreport Misreport

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 0.012∗∗∗ 0.003
(4.47) (1.27) (4.82) (1.13) (4.62) (1.18)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.000 −0.001 0.003∗ −0.003∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗

(−0.19) (−0.81) (1.89) (−1.98) (3.89) (−4.74)

Controls Misreport Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 5,212 5,213 5,212 5,213 5,212 5,213
Adjusted R2 0.042 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.056 0.037

Testing the equality of coefficients of Lenient GAAP Precedents between High and Low subsamples:

χ2 7.221∗∗∗ 7.144∗∗∗ 9.059∗∗∗
p-value 0.007 0.008 0.003
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Internet Appendix A. Circuit Court Precedents

This table provides the list of circuit court GAAP (Panel A) and non-GAAP precedents (Panel B) in our sample. Appendix
A of the main paper provides a detailed description of the data collection process.
Panel A: GAAP Precedents
Circuit Case Title Ruling Date Decision
1st Greebel v. FTP Software, Inc. 1999/10/08 affirmed
1st Aldridge v. AT Cross Corp. 2002/03/20 reversed
1st Young v. Lepone 2002/09/10 reversed
1st In re Cabletron Systems, Inc. 2002/11/12 affirmed
1st Baron v. Smith 2004/08/18 affirmed
1st In re Stone & Webster, Inc. & , Securities Litigation 2005/07/14 affirmed
1st Ezra Charitable Trust v. Tyco International, Ltd. 2006/09/27 affirmed
1st In re Smith & Wesson Holding Corp. Sec. Litig. 2012/02/17 affirmed
2nd Wright v. Ernst & Young LLP 1998/08/06 affirmed
2nd Stevelman v. Alias Research Inc. 1999/04/05 reversed
2nd Ausa Life Ins. Co. v. Ernst and Young 2000/03/17 reversed
2nd Novak v. Kasaks 2000/06/21 reversed
2nd Rothman v. Gregor 2000/07/11 reversed
2nd In re Carter−Wallace, Inc. , Securities Litigation 2000/08/07 affirmed
2nd Ganino v. Citizens Utilities Co. 2000/09/06 reversed
2nd DiRienzo v. Philip Services Corp. 2000/11/08 reversed
2nd In re Scholastic Corp. Securities Litigation 2001/06/01 reversed
2nd Newman v. Warnaco Group, Inc. 2003/07/07 reversed
2nd Ontario Public Service Emp. v. Nortel Networks 2004/05/19 affirmed
2nd Slayton v. American Exp. Co. 2006/08/07 reversed
2nd Morrison v. National Australia Bank Ltd. 2008/10/23 affirmed
2nd ECA, Local 134 IBEW v. JP Morgan Chase Co. 2009/01/21 affirmed
2nd Pontiac General Employees Retirement v. MBIA 2011/02/28 reversed
2nd Acticon AG v. China North East Petroleum Holdings 2012/08/01 reversed
2nd In re Advanced Battery Technologies, Inc. 2015/03/25 affirmed
2nd In re Kingate Management Ltd. Litigation 2015/04/23 reversed
2nd Employees Retirement System v. Blanford 2015/07/24 reversed
2nd Indiana Public Retirement System v. Saic, Inc. 2016/03/29 reversed
3rd In re Burlington Coat Factory Securities Litigation 1997/06/10 affirmed
3rd Semerenko v. Cendant Corp. 2000/06/16 reversed
3rd GSC Partners CDO Fund v. Washington 2004/05/17 affirmed
3rd In re Alpharma Inc. Securities Litigation 2004/06/15 affirmed
3rd Ca Public Employees Retirement System v. Chubb 2004/12/30 affirmed
3rd In re Suprema Specialties, Inc. Securities Lit. 2006/02/23 reversed
3rd McCabe v. Ernst & Young, LLP 2007/07/23 affirmed
4th Ottmann v. Hanger Orthopedic Group, Inc. 2003/12/22 affirmed
4th Nolte v. Capital One Financial Corp. 2004/12/02 affirmed
4th In re PEC Solutions, Inc. Securities Litigation 2005/03/18 affirmed
4th Teachers’ Retirement System Of LA v. Hunter 2007/02/20 affirmed
4th Public Employees Retirement v. Deloitte & Touche LLP 2009/01/05 affirmed
4th Matrix Capital Management Fund, LP v. BearingPoint 2009/07/31 reversed
4th Yates v. Municipal Mortg. & Equity, LLC 2014/03/07 affirmed
5th Abc Arbitrage Plaintiffs Group v. Tchuruk 2002/05/13 affirmed
5th Abrams v. Baker Hughes Inc. 2002/05/21 affirmed
5th Goldstein v. MCI WorldCom 2003/07/28 affirmed
5th Southland Securities v. INSpire Ins. Solutions Inc. 2004/03/31 reversed
5th Barrie v. Intervoice−Brite, Inc. 2005/01/12 reversed
5th Plotkin v. IP Axess Inc. 2005/04/21 reversed
5th Financial Acquisition Partners LP v. Blackwell 2006/02/14 affirmed
5th Central Laborers’ Pension v. Integrated Elec. Serv., Inc. 2007/08/21 affirmed
5th Alaska Elec. Pension Fund v. Flowserve Corp. 2009/06/19 reversed
5th Owens v. Jastrow 2015/06/12 affirmed
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Internet Appendix A—Continued

Circuit Case Title Ruling Date Decision
6th In re Comshare Inc. Securities Litigation 1999/07/08 affirmed
6th New England Health Care Pension v. Ernst & Young 2003/07/09 affirmed
6th PR Diamonds, Inc. v. Chandler 2004/03/03 affirmed
6th In re Ford Motor Co. Securities Lit. 2004/08/23 affirmed
6th Monroe Employees Retirement v. Bridgestone 2004/10/22 reversed
6th Fidel v. Farley 2004/12/16 affirmed
6th Wyser−Pratte Management Co. v. Telxon Corp. 2005/06/28 affirmed
6th Zaluski v. United American Healthcare Corp. 2008/05/27 affirmed
6th Ley v. Visteon Corp. 2008/08/26 affirmed
6th Frank v. Dana Corp. 2008/11/19 reversed
6th Indiana State Dist. Council Of Laborer v. Omnicare 2009/10/21 affirmed
6th Konkol v. Diebold, Inc. 2009/12/22 affirmed
6th Louisiana School Ret. System v. Ernst & Young, LLP 2010/09/22 affirmed
6th Doshi v. General Cable Corp. 2016/05/24 affirmed
7th Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd. v. Tellabs, Inc. 2006/01/25 reversed
7th Higginbotham v. Baxter Intern., Inc. 2007/07/27 affirmed
8th Florida State Bd. of Admin. v. Green Tree Fin. Corp. 2001/10/25 reversed
8th Romine v. Acxiom Corp. 2002/07/15 affirmed
8th In re Navarre Corp. Securities Litigation 2002/07/31 affirmed
8th In re K−tel Intern., Inc. Securities Litigation 2002/08/07 affirmed
8th Kushner v. Beverly Enterprises, Inc. 2003/01/23 affirmed
8th Gebhardt v. ConAgra Foods, Inc. 2003/06/30 reversed
8th Ferris, Baker Watts v. Ernst & Young, LLP 2005/01/21 affirmed
8th In re Acceptance Ins. Companies Securities 2005/08/29 affirmed
8th In re Cerner Corp. Securities Litigation 2005/10/06 affirmed
8th In re Ceridian Corp. Securities Litigation 2008/09/11 affirmed
8th Horizon Asset Management Inc. v. H & R Block, Inc. 2009/09/09 affirmed
8th McAdams v. McCord 2009/10/20 affirmed
8th Podraza v. Whiting 2015/06/22 affirmed
9th Cooper v. Pickett 1997/08/08 reversed
9th Steckman v. Hart Brewing, Inc. 1998/05/14 affirmed
9th Griggs v. Pace American Group, Inc. 1999/03/12 reversed
9th Howard v. Everex Systems, Inc. 2000/09/29 reversed
9th In re Vantive Corp. Securities Litigation 2002/03/15 affirmed
9th DSAM Global Value Fund v. Altris Software, Inc. 2002/04/19 affirmed
9th Eminence Capital, LLC v. Aspeon, Inc. 2003/01/21 reversed
9th Broudo v. Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2003/08/05 reversed
9th Nursing Home Pension v. Oracle Corp. 2004/09/01 reversed
9th In re Daou Systems, Inc. 2005/02/02 reversed
9th Simpson v. AOL Time Warner Inc. 2006/06/30 affirmed
9th Metzler Inv. GmbH v. Corinthian Colleges, Inc. 2008/07/25 affirmed
9th Zucco Partners, LLC v. Digimarc Corp. 2009/01/12 affirmed
9th Dreiling v. America Online Inc. 2009/08/19 affirmed
9th Siracusano v. Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. 2009/10/28 reversed
9th New Mexico Investment Council v. Ernst & Young 2011/04/14 reversed
9th In re VeriFone Holdings, Inc. Securities Litig. 2012/12/21 reversed
9th Petrie v. Electronic Game Card, Inc. 2014/07/30 reversed
9th Loos v. Immersion Corp. 2014/08/07 affirmed
9th Oregon Public Employees Ret. Fund v. Apollo Group 2014/12/16 affirmed
9th Lloyd v. CVB Financial Corp. 2016/02/01 reversed
9th City of Dearborn Heights v. Align Technology 2017/05/05 affirmed
9th In re Quality Systems, Inc. Securities Litigation 2017/07/28 reversed
9th Webb v. Solarcity Corp. 2018/03/08 affirmed
10th Adams v. Kinder−Morgan, Inc. 2003/08/11 reversed
10th Pirraglia v. Novell 2003/08/11 reversed
10th Deephaven Private Placement v. Grant Thornton & Co. 2006/07/21 affirmed
10th Dronsejko v. Thornton 2011/01/20 affirmed
10th Slater v. AG Edwards & Sons, Inc. 2013/07/09 affirmed
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Circuit Case Title Ruling Date Decision
10th Mhc Mut. Conversion v. Sandler O’Neill & Partners 2014/08/01 affirmed
10th In re Gold Resource Corporation Securities Litigation 2015/01/16 affirmed
10th Anderson v. Spirit Aerosystems Holdings, Inc. 2016/07/05 reversed
11th Ziemba v. Cascade Intern., Inc. 2001/07/11 affirmed
11th Garfield v. NDC Health Corporation 2006/10/12 affirmed
11th Mizzaro v. Home Depot, Inc. 2008/10/08 affirmed
11th Edward J. Goodman Life Inc. me Trust v. Jabil Circuit, Inc. 2010/01/19 affirmed
11th Thompson v. RelationServe Media, Inc. 2010/06/30 affirmed
11th Meyer v. Greene 2013/02/25 affirmed
11th Brophy v. Jiangbo Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2015/03/25 affirmed
DC Belizan v. Hershon 2006/01/17 reversed

Panel B: Non-GAAP Precedents
1st Suna v. Bailey Corp. 1997/02/26 affirmed
1st Geffon v. Micrion Corp. 2001/05/10 affirmed
1st In re Credit Suisse First Boston Corp. 2005/12/12 affirmed
1st Rodriguez−Ortiz v. Margo Caribe, Inc. 2007/06/18 affirmed
1st ACA Financial Guaranty Corp. v. Advest, Inc. 2008/01/10 affirmed
1st In re New Motor Vehicles Can. Export Anti. Lit. 2008/03/28 affirmed
1st Mississippi Pub. Employees’Ret. v. Boston Scient. 2008/04/16 reversed
1st New Jersey Carpenters Pension v. Biogen IDEC Inc. 2008/08/07 affirmed
1st City of Dearborn Heights v. Waters Corp. 2011/01/20 affirmed
1st Hill v. Gozani 2011/03/18 affirmed
1st Mississippi Pub. Emp. Retire. Sys. v. Boston Scientific Corp. 2011/08/04 affirmed
1st In re Boston Scientific Corp Securities Litigation 2012/07/12 affirmed
1st Massachusetts Retirement Systems v. CVS Caremark 2013/05/24 reversed
1st Calderón Serra v. Banco Santander Puerto Rico 2014/03/26 affirmed
1st Bricklayers And Trowel Trades v. Credit Suisse Llc 2014/05/14 affirmed
1st In re Genzyme Corp. Securities Litigation 2014/06/05 affirmed
1st Hidalgo−Velez v. San Juan Asset Management, Inc. 2014/07/09 reversed
1st Fire and Police Pension Ass’n of Colorado v. Simon 2015/02/06 affirmed
1st Local No. 8 Ibew v. Vertex Pharmaceuticals 2016/10/03 affirmed
1st In re Ariad Pharmaceuticals Securities Litigation 2016/11/28 reversed
1st Ganem v. InVivo Therapeutics Holdings Corp. 2017/01/09 affirmed
1st Brennan v. Zafgen, Inc. 2017/04/07 affirmed
1st In re Biogen Inc. Securities Litigation 2017/05/12 affirmed
1st Corban v. Sarepta Therapeutics, Inc. 2017/08/22 affirmed
1st Kader v. Sarepta Therapeutics, Inc. 2018/04/04 affirmed
2nd Dinsmore v. Squadron, Ellenoff, Plesent, Sheinfeld 1998/01/28 reversed
2nd In re Merrill Lynch Ltd. Partnerships Litigation 1998/08/31 affirmed
2nd In re International Business Machines Corporate 1998/11/17 affirmed
2nd Gurary v. Winehouse 1999/08/24 affirmed
2nd Baffa v. Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities 2000/08/25 affirmed
2nd Suez Equity Investors v. Toronto−Dominion Bank 2001/05/08 reversed
2nd Lander v. Hartford Life & Annuity Ins. Co. 2001/05/25 affirmed
2nd Kalnit v. Eichler 2001/09/05 affirmed
2nd Halperin v. EBanker USA. com, Inc. 2002/07/09 affirmed
2nd Gurary v. Nu Tech Bio Med, Inc. 2002/08/23 reversed
2nd Moore v. PaineWebber, Inc. 2002/10/10 affirmed
2nd DeMaria v. Andersen 2003/01/28 affirmed
2nd Levitt v. Bear Stearns & Co., Inc. 2003/08/13 reversed
2nd P. Stolz Family Partnership LP v. Daum 2004/01/12 affirmed
2nd Rombach v. Chang 2004/01/20 affirmed
2nd Stolz Family Partnership v. Daum 2004/02/04 affirmed
2nd Dabit v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner 2005/01/11 affirmed
2nd Lentell v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 2005/01/20 affirmed
2nd Starr v. Georgeson Shareholder, Inc. 2005/06/15 affirmed
2nd Shah v. Meeker 2006/01/20 affirmed
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Circuit Case Title Ruling Date Decision
2nd Faulkner v. Beer 2006/09/08 reversed
2nd Overton v. Todman & Co., CPAs, PC 2007/02/26 reversed
2nd ATSI Communications, Inc. v. Shaar Fund, Ltd. 2007/07/11 affirmed
2nd In re NYSE Specialists Securities Litigation 2007/09/18 reversed
2nd In re Salomon Analyst Metromedia Litigation 2008/09/30 reversed
2nd Staehr v. Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. 2008/11/17 reversed
2nd South Cherry Street, LLC v. Hennessee Group LLC 2009/07/14 affirmed
2nd In re Morgan Stanley Information Fund Securities Litigation 2010/01/25 affirmed
2nd Operating Local 649 Annuity v. Smith Barney Fund 2010/02/16 reversed
2nd In re Omnicom Group, Inc. Securities Litigation 2010/03/09 affirmed
2nd Thesling v. Bioenvision, Inc. 2010/04/07 affirmed
2nd Pacific Inv. Management Co. LLC v. Mayer Brown LLP 2010/04/27 affirmed
2nd Slayton v. American Exp. Co. 2010/05/18 affirmed
2nd Iowa Public Employees’Retirement v. Mf Global 2010/09/14 reversed
2nd Fishoff v. Coty, Inc. 2011/03/04 affirmed
2nd In re Lehman Brothers Mortgage−Backed Securities Litigation 2011/05/11 affirmed
2nd MLSMK Inv. Co. v. JP Morgan Chase & Co. 2011/07/07 affirmed
2nd Wilson v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 2011/11/14 affirmed
2nd Capital Management Select Fund Ltd. v. Bennett 2012/01/10 affirmed
2nd Parmalat Capital Finance Ltd. v. Bank of America 2012/02/21 reversed
2nd Panther Partners v. Ikanos Communications 2012/05/25 reversed
2nd Anschutz Corp. v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 2012/08/14 affirmed
2nd Neca−Ibew Health & Welfare v. Goldman Sachs & Co. 2012/09/06 reversed
2nd Kleinman v. Elan Corp., PLC 2013/02/01 affirmed
2nd New Jersey Carpenters v. Royal Bank of Scotland 2013/03/01 reversed
2nd Levitt v. JP Morgan Securities, Inc. 2013/03/15 reversed
2nd Fezzani v. Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. 2013/05/07 affirmed
2nd In re Bernard L. Madoff Inv. Sec. Llc. v. JPMorgan Chase 2013/06/20 affirmed
2nd Police And Fire Retirement v. IndyMac MBS, Inc. 2013/06/27 affirmed
2nd In re Herald 2013/09/16 affirmed
2nd In re Amaranth Natural Gas Commodities Litigation 2013/09/23 affirmed
2nd Steginsky v. Xcelera Inc. 2014/01/27 reversed
2nd Carpenters Pension Trust Fund v. Barclays PLC 2014/04/25 reversed
2nd City of Pontiac Policemen’s System v. UBS AG 2014/05/06 affirmed
2nd Dalberth v. Xerox Corp. 2014/09/08 affirmed
2nd Mastafa v. Chevron Corp. 2014/10/23 affirmed
2nd Pennsylvania Public School v. Morgan Stanley & Co. 2014/10/31 affirmed
2nd Policemen’S Annuity Retirement Bd. v. Mellon Bank 2014/12/23 affirmed
2nd Stratte−McClure v. Morgan Stanley 2015/01/12 affirmed
2nd Ibew Local Union No. 58 Pension Trust Fund v. Royal Bank of

Scotland Group, Plc
2015/04/15 affirmed

2nd Loreley Financing No. 3 v. Wells Fargo Securities 2015/07/24 reversed
2nd Dekalb County Pension Fund v. Transocean Ltd. 2016/03/17 affirmed
2nd In re Pfizer Inc. Securities Litigation 2016/04/12 reversed
2nd Srm Global Master Fund v. Bear Stearns Cos. 2016/07/14 affirmed
2nd In re Vivendi, SA Securities Litigation 2016/09/27 affirmed
2nd Pasternack v. Shrader 2017/07/13 affirmed
2nd City of Providence v. Bats Global Markets, Inc. 2017/12/19 reversed
2nd Charles Schwab Corp. v. Bank of America Corp. 2018/02/23 reversed
2nd O’Donnell v. Axa Equitable Life Insurance Company 2018/04/10 reversed
3rd Weiner v. Quaker Oats Co. 1997/11/06 reversed
3rd Mathews v. Kidder, Peabody & Co., Inc. 1998/11/16 affirmed
3rd In re Advanta Corp. Securities Litigation 1999/06/17 affirmed
3rd In re Rockefeller Center Properties 1999/07/19 reversed
3rd Bald Eagle Area School Dist. v. Keystone Financial 1999/08/31 affirmed
3rd Oran v. Stafford 2000/09/07 affirmed
3rd EP Medsystems, Inc. v. EchoCath, Inc. 2000/12/26 reversed
3rd Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. 2001/08/06 affirmed
3rd Werner v. Werner 2001/09/27 reversed
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3rd In re Rockefeller Center Properties, Inc. 2002/11/08 affirmed
3rd In re Digital Island Securities Litigation 2004/02/06 affirmed
3rd Miller Yacht Sales, Inc. v. Smith 2004/09/20 reversed
3rd Yang v. Odom 2004/12/15 reversed
3rd Rowinski v. Salomon Smith Barney Inc. 2005/02/16 affirmed
3rd In re Merck & Co. Inc. Securities Litigation 2005/12/15 affirmed
3rd Benak Ex Rel. Alliance Premier v. Alliance Capital 2006/01/13 affirmed
3rd Seinfeld v. Becherer 2006/08/24 affirmed
3rd DeBenedictis v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 2007/06/18 affirmed
3rd Winer Family Trust v. Queen 2007/09/24 affirmed
3rd LaSala v. Bordier et Cie 2008/03/11 reversed
3rd In re Merck & Co., Inc. 2008/09/09 reversed
3rd In re Lord Abbett Mutual Funds Fee Litigation 2009/01/20 reversed
3rd Alaska Elec. Pension Fund v. Pharmacia Corp. 2009/01/30 reversed
3rd Institutional Investors Group v. Avaya, Inc. 2009/04/30 reversed
3rd In re Constar International Inc. Securities Litigation 2009/10/29 affirmed
3rd Vallies v. Sky Bank 2009/12/31 affirmed
3rd In re Aetna, Inc. Securities Litigation 2010/08/11 affirmed
3rd In re DVI, Inc. Securities Litigation 2011/03/29 affirmed
3rd Belmont v. MB Inv. Partners, Inc. 2013/02/22 reversed
3rd Pens. Trust Fund v. Mortgage Asset Securitization 2013/09/17 affirmed
3rd Rahman v. Kid Brands, Inc. 2013/11/15 affirmed
3rd City of Edinburgh Council v. Pfizer, Inc. 2014/06/06 affirmed
3rd OFI Asset Manag. v. Cooper Tire & Rubber 2016/08/22 affirmed
3rd Williams v. Globus Medical, Inc. 2017/08/23 affirmed
4th Phillips v. LCI Intern., Inc. 1999/09/15 affirmed
4th Longman v. Food Lion, Inc. 1999/10/07 affirmed
4th Morris v. Wachovia Securities, Inc. 2006/05/17 affirmed
4th Cozzarelli v. Inspire Pharmaceuticals Inc. 2008/12/12 affirmed
4th In re Mutual Funds Investment Litigation 2009/05/07 reversed
4th Katyle v. Penn Nat. Gaming, Inc. 2011/03/14 affirmed
4th Zak v. Chelsea Therapeutics Intern., Ltd. 2015/03/16 reversed
4th Maguire Financial v. Powersecure Intl. 2017/11/15 affirmed
5th Berger v. Compaq Computer Corp. 2001/07/25 reversed
5th Nathenson v. Zonagen Inc. 2001/09/25 reversed
5th Rosenzweig v. Azurix Corp. 2003/06/13 affirmed
5th Newby v. Enron Corp. 2003/07/30 affirmed
5th Schiller v. Physicians Resource Group Inc. 2003/08/29 affirmed
5th Greenberg v. Crossroads Systems, Inc. 2004/04/14 reversed
5th Kapps v. Torch Offshore, Inc. 2004/07/26 affirmed
5th R2 Investments Ldc v. Phillips 2005/03/01 affirmed
5th Oscar Private Equity Investments v. Allegiance Telecom 2007/05/16 reversed
5th Motient Corp. v. Dondero 2008/05/27 affirmed
5th In re Enron Corp. Securities 2008/07/10 affirmed
5th Dorsey v. Portfolio Equities, Inc. 2008/08/11 affirmed
5th Brunig v. Clark 2009/02/17 reversed
5th Flaherty & Crumrine Preferred Inc. me Fund v. TXU 2009/04/08 affirmed
5th Lormand v. US Unwired, Inc. 2009/04/09 affirmed
5th Affco Investments 2001 v. Proskauer Rose, LLP 2010/10/27 affirmed
5th Roland v. Green 2012/03/19 reversed
5th Hall v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co. 2013/08/15 affirmed
5th Odle v. Wal−Mart Stores, Inc. 2014/03/31 reversed
5th Spitzberg v. Houston American Energy Corp. 2014/07/15 reversed
5th Public Employees Retirement System v. Amedisys 2014/10/02 reversed
5th Ibe v. Jones 2016/09/09 affirmed
5th Neiman v. Bulmahn 2017/04/21 affirmed
6th In re Sofamor Danek Group, Inc. 1997/08/14 affirmed
6th Helwig v. Vencor, Inc. 2000/04/24 affirmed
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6th Snowden v. Lexmark Intern., Inc. 2001/01/11 affirmed
6th Helwig v. Vencor, Inc. 2001/05/31 reversed
6th Morse v. McWhorter 2002/05/20 reversed
6th Benzon v. Morgan Stanley Distributors, Inc. 2005/08/22 affirmed
6th Robert N. Clemens Trust v. Morgan Stanley DW, Inc. 2007/05/02 affirmed
6th Tullis v. UMB Bank, NA 2008/01/28 reversed
6th Segal v. Fifth Third Bank, NA 2009/09/17 affirmed
6th Demings v. Nationwide Life Ins. Co. 2010/02/03 affirmed
6th Ashland, Inc. v. Oppenheimer & Co., Inc. 2011/07/28 affirmed
6th Nolfi v. Ohio Kentucky Oil Corp. 2012/04/04 affirmed
6th Republic Bank & Trust Co. v. Bear Stearns & Co. 2012/06/20 affirmed
6th Ouwinga v. Benistar 419 Plan Services, Inc. 2012/09/19 reversed
6th Kuyat v. BioMimetic Therapeutics, Inc. 2014/03/28 affirmed
6th In re Omnicare, Inc. Securities Litigation 2014/10/10 affirmed
6th Ohio Pub. Employees Retirement v. Fed. Home Loan 2016/07/20 reversed
7th Eisenstadt v. Centel Corp. 1997/05/12 affirmed
7th Law v. Medco Research, Inc. 1997/05/15 affirmed
7th Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. v. Kapoor 1997/06/16 affirmed
7th Isquith By Isquith v. Caremark Intern., Inc. 1998/02/10 affirmed
7th Blair v. Equifax Check Services, Inc. 1999/06/22 affirmed
7th Gallagher v. Abbott Laboratories 2001/10/17 affirmed
7th Hartmarx Corp. v. Abboud 2003/04/09 reversed
7th Asher v. Baxter Intern. Inc. 2004/07/29 reversed
7th Gavin v. AT & T Corp. 2006/09/06 reversed
7th Killingsworth v. HSBC Bank Nevada, NA 2007/11/09 reversed
7th Pugh v. Tribune Co. 2008/04/02 affirmed
7th Beck v. Dobrowski 2009/03/20 affirmed
7th Fannon v. Guidant Corp. 2009/10/21 affirmed
7th Costello v. Grundon 2010/10/18 reversed
7th Anchorbank, Fsb v. Hofer 2011/08/18 reversed
7th McCauley v. City of Chicago 2011/10/20 affirmed
7th Brown v. Calamos 2011/11/10 affirmed
7th Appert v. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, Inc. 2012/03/08 affirmed
7th City Of Livonia Employees’ Ret. v. Boeing Co. 2013/03/26 affirmed
7th White v. Marshall & Ilsley Corp. 2013/04/19 affirmed
7th Goldberg v. Bank of America, NA 2017/01/23 affirmed
7th Holtz v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA 2017/01/23 affirmed
8th Great Rivers Co−Op. Of Se Iowa v. Farmland Indus. 1997/07/29 affirmed
8th Parnes v. Gateway 2000, Inc. 1997/08/08 affirmed
8th In re NationsMart Corp. Securities Litigation 1997/11/21 affirmed
8th Rodney v. KPMG Peat Marwick 1998/05/12 reversed
8th Dudek v. Prudential Securities, Inc. 2002/07/15 affirmed
8th Professional Management Associates v. KPMG LLP 2003/07/14 affirmed
8th Popp Telecom, Inc. v. American Sharecom 2004/02/27 affirmed
8th In re Amdocs Ltd. Securities Litigation 2004/12/02 affirmed
8th In re Adc Telecommunications, Inc. Securities Lit. 2005/06/06 affirmed
8th In re Charter Communications, Sec. Lit. 2006/04/11 affirmed
8th Sofonia v. Principal Life Ins. Co. 2006/10/20 affirmed
8th Cornelia I. Crowell GST Trust v. Possis Medical 2008/03/21 affirmed
8th Siepel v. Bank of America, NA 2008/05/19 affirmed
8th In re NVE Corp. Securities Litigation 2008/05/30 affirmed
8th In re Hutchinson Technology, Inc. Securities Lit. 2008/08/05 affirmed
8th Little Gem Life Sciences v. Orphan Medical 2008/08/11 affirmed
8th Elam v. Neidorff 2008/10/16 affirmed
8th In re 2007 Novastar Financial Inc. , Securits. Lit. 2009/09/01 affirmed
8th Lustgraaf v. Behrens 2010/08/20 reversed
8th Detroit General Retirement System v. Medtronic, Inc. 2010/09/16 affirmed
8th Minneapolis Firefighters’Relief Ass’N v. Memc 2011/06/17 affirmed
8th Public Pension Fund Group v. KV Pharmaceutical Co. 2012/06/04 reversed
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8th McCrary v. Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc. 2012/08/06 affirmed
8th Julianello v. KV Pharmaceutical Co. 2015/07/02 affirmed
8th Rand−Heart of New York, Inc. v. Dolan 2016/02/10 reversed
8th Ibew Local 98 Pension Fund v. Best Buy Co., Inc. 2016/04/12 reversed
8th West Virginia Pipe Trades v. Medtronic, Inc. 2016/12/28 reversed
8th Lewis v. Scottrade, Inc. 2018/01/09 affirmed
8th Zola v. TD Ameritrade, Inc. 2018/05/10 affirmed
9th Cohen v. Stratosphere Corp. 1997/06/06 affirmed
9th Binder v. Gillespie 1999/03/30 affirmed
9th Berry v. Valence Technology, Inc. 1999/04/29 affirmed
9th In re Silicon Graphics Inc. Securities Litigation. 1999/07/02 affirmed
9th Heliotrope General, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co. 1999/08/30 affirmed
9th Yourish v. California Amplifier 1999/10/08 affirmed
9th Scott v. Boos 2000/06/08 reversed
9th Desaigoudar v. Meyercord 2000/09/08 affirmed
9th Ronconi v. Larkin 2001/06/06 affirmed
9th Smith v. Lenches 2001/08/30 affirmed
9th Brody v. Transitional Hospitals Corp. 2002/02/07 affirmed
9th Lipton v. Pathogenesis Corp. 2002/03/20 affirmed
9th Gompper v. Visx, Inc. 2002/08/05 affirmed
9th Immigrant Assistance Project, LA County v. INS 2002/09/24 affirmed
9th Falkowski v. Imation Corp. 2002/10/29 reversed
9th Vess v. Ciba−Geigy Corp. USA 2003/01/31 affirmed
9th In re Read−Rite Corp. 2003/07/03 affirmed
9th Teamsters Local 175 & 505 Pension v. Clorox 2004/01/07 affirmed
9th Livid Holdings Ltd. v. Salomon Smith Barney 2005/04/06 reversed
9th Swartz v. Kpmg LLP 2007/02/12 affirmed
9th Johnson v. Aljian 2007/06/20 affirmed
9th Local Nos. 175 & 505 Pension Trust v. Anchor Cap. 2007/08/16 affirmed
9th Betz v. Trainer Wortham & Co., Inc. 2007/10/04 reversed
9th Foster v. Wilson 2007/10/05 affirmed
9th Berson v. Applied Signal Technology, Inc. 2008/06/05 reversed
9th In re Gilead Sciences Securities Litigation 2008/08/11 reversed
9th South Ferry LP, No. 2 v. Killinger 2008/09/09 reversed
9th Potter v. Hughes 2008/10/10 affirmed
9th Glazer Capital Management, LP v. Magistri 2008/11/26 affirmed
9th Rubke v. Capitol Bancorp Ltd 2009/01/13 affirmed
9th Proctor v. Vishay Intertechnology, Inc. 2009/10/09 reversed
9th New York City Employees’ Retirement System v. Jobs 2010/01/28 reversed
9th Dukes v. Wal−Mart Stores, Inc. 2010/04/26 reversed
9th In re Cutera Securities Litigation 2010/06/30 affirmed
9th Northstar Financial Advisors, Inc. v. Schwab Investments 2010/08/12 reversed
9th In re Oracle Corp. Securities Litigation 2010/11/16 affirmed
9th Rezner v. Bayerische Hypo−Und Vereinsbank AG 2010/12/28 reversed
9th Albano v. Shea Homes Ltd. Partnership 2011/01/03 reversed
9th Starr v. Baca 2011/02/11 reversed
9th Reese v. BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. 2011/06/29 reversed
9th WPP Luxembourg Gamma Three v. Spot Runner, Inc. 2011/08/23 reversed
9th In re Rigel Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Securities Lit. 2012/09/06 affirmed
9th Harris v. Amgen, Inc. 2013/06/04 reversed
9th Salameh v. Tarsadia Hotel 2013/08/13 affirmed
9th Nuveen Mun. High Inc. me Oppo. Fund v. Alameda City 2013/09/19 affirmed
9th Reese v. Malone 2014/02/13 reversed
9th PRS v. Intuitive Surgical, Inc. 2014/07/16 affirmed
9th In re Nvidia Corp. Securities Litigation 2014/10/02 affirmed
9th In re ChinaCast Educ. Corp. Securities Litigation 2015/10/23 reversed
9th Beaver v. Tarsadia Hotels 2016/03/10 affirmed
9th Esg Capital Partners, Lp v. Stratos 2016/07/11 reversed
9th Schueneman v. Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2016/10/26 reversed
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9th Rainero v. Archon Corp. 2016/12/21 affirmed
9th Retail Wholesale & Dept. Store v. Hewlett−Packard 2017/01/19 affirmed
9th Resh v. China Agritech, Inc. 2017/05/24 reversed
9th In re Atossa Genetics Inc. Securities Litigation 2017/08/18 reversed
9th Curry v. Yelp Inc. 2017/11/21 affirmed
9th Varjabedian v. Emulex Corporation 2018/04/20 reversed
10th Grossman v. Novell, Inc. 1997/08/08 affirmed
10th Schwartz v. Celestial Seasonings, Inc. 1997/09/05 reversed
10th Joseph v. Wiles 2000/08/04 affirmed
10th City of Philadelphia v. Fleming Companies, Inc. 2001/09/07 affirmed
10th Anderson v. Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith, Inc. 2008/04/07 affirmed
10th In re Williams Securities Litigation−WCG Subclass 2009/03/03 affirmed
10th Bixler v. Foster 2010/02/22 affirmed
10th Katz v. Gerardi 2011/08/25 affirmed
10th In re Level 3 Communications, Inc. Securities 2012/02/06 affirmed
10th Weinstein v. McClendon 2014/07/08 affirmed
10th Nakkhumpun v. Taylor 2015/04/07 reversed
10th In re Zagg, Inc. Securities Litigation 2015/08/18 affirmed
10th Employees’Retirement Sys. v. The Williams Co. 2018/05/11 affirmed
11th Clay v. Riverwood Intern. Corp. 1998/10/14 affirmed
11th Harris v. Ivax Corp. 1999/07/27 affirmed
11th Bryant v. Avado Brands, Inc. 1999/09/03 reversed
11th Bryant v. Dupree 2001/05/18 reversed
11th Theoharous v. Fong 2001/07/11 affirmed
11th Riley v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 2002/06/07 affirmed
11th Franze v. Equitable Assurance 2002/07/11 reversed
11th Oxford Asset Management, Ltd. v. Jaharis 2002/07/16 affirmed
11th Behlen v. Merrill Lynch 2002/11/08 affirmed
11th Grippo v. Perazzo 2004/01/22 reversed
11th La Grasta v. First Union Securities, Inc. 2004/01/30 reversed
11th Wagner v. First Horizon Pharmaceutical, Corp. 2006/09/18 reversed
11th Instituto de Prevision Militar v. Merrill Lynch 2008/10/29 affirmed
11th FindWhat Investor Group v. FindWhat. Com 2011/09/30 reversed
11th Miyahira v. Vitacost. com, Inc. 2013/05/06 affirmed
11th Dusek v. JPMorgan Chase & Co. 2016/08/10 affirmed
11th In re Galectin Therapeutics Securities Litigation 2016/12/15 affirmed
DC Liberty Property Trust v. Republic Properties 2009/08/21 reversed
DC In re Harman Intern. Industries, Inc. 2015/06/23 reversed
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Table IA1: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – Alternative Measurements

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis using alternative precedent leniency measures, with Alt. Lenient GAAP Precedents = Sign(Lenient GAAP
Precedents) × Log(Abs(Lenient GAAP Precedents) + 1) and Alt. Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents = Sign(Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents) × Log(Abs(Lenient Non-
GAAP Precedents) + 1). Columns 1 and 2 replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 of the main paper, respectively; columns 3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of
Table 9 of the main paper, respectively; and columns 6, 7, and 8 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 of the main paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard
errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.
Other variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Partition Variables Ambiguous Clear
Intent Intent

Ambiguous Clear
Dependent Variables Sued Sued CAR CAR Misreport Intent Intent

Misreport × Alt. Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.009∗∗

(−2.15)
Misreport × Alt. Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.005

(−0.74)
Ambiguous Intent × Alt. Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.008∗∗

(−2.02)
Ambiguous Intent × Alt. Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.001

(0.18)
Clear Intent × Alt. Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.002

(0.13)
Clear Intent × Alt. Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.015

(0.70)
Alt. Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.002 −0.002 0.003∗∗ 0.003∗∗ 0.004 0.019∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.001

(−1.07) (−1.40) (2.33) (2.10) (0.68) (3.57) (3.87) (0.44)
Alt. Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.005∗∗ 0.004∗ 0.003 0.003 0.011 −0.003 −0.004 0.001

(2.32) (1.93) (1.49) (1.09) (1.26) (−0.48) (−0.61) (0.35)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 69,284 69,284 3,931 3,512 419 10,425 10,425 10,425
Adjusted R2 0.072 0.078 0.022 0.006 -0.005 0.036 0.031 0.026
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Table IA2: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – Excluding Prominent Rulings

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis when excluding observations from circuit-years surrounding the prominent rulings: In re Silicon Graphics
Inc. (Ninth Circuit, 1999), Dura Pharmaceuticals (Ninth Circuit; Supreme Court 2005), Tellabs (Seventh Circuit; Supreme Court 2007), and National Australia Bank.
(Second Circuit; Supreme Court 2010). Observations in the original ruling circuit for year t-1, t, and t+1, with t being the year of the respective ruling, are excluded.
Columns 1 and 2 replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 of the main paper, respectively; columns 3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 9 of the main paper,
respectively; and columns 6, 7, and 8 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 of the main paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by
circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions
are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Partition Variables Ambiguous Clear
Intent Intent

Ambiguous Clear
Dependent Variables Sued Sued CAR CAR Misreport Intent Intent

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗∗

(−3.01)
Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.001

(−1.25)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.003∗∗

(−2.42)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.001

(−0.66)
Clear Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004

(−0.59)
Clear Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.007

(1.46)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.001 −0.001∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.002 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.000

(−1.43) (−1.77) (3.32) (3.15) (0.74) (4.36) (4.75) (−0.19)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.002∗ −0.001 −0.001∗∗

(1.35) (1.07) (0.69) (0.58) (0.22) (−1.90) (−1.10) (−2.52)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 62,527 62,527 3,470 3,104 366 9,497 9,497 9,497
Adjusted R2 0.067 0.074 0.023 0.007 -0.007 0.035 0.029 0.028
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Table IA3: District Court Ruling Sample

This table reports the district court ruling sample selection process (Panel A), descriptive statistics for the citation analysis
sample (Panel B), and descriptive statistics for the decision analysis sample (Panel C). A detailed description of the
sample selection procedure is in Appendix A. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.
Panel A: District Court Ruling Selection

# Rulings

Google Scholar results for district court rulings between 1996 and 2018 5,950
Less: non-Rule 10b(5) securities fraud or non-class-action cases (3,889) 2,061
Less: rulings on other than motion-to-dismiss (840) 1,221

Total district court rulings for citation analysis: 1,221
GAAP cases 516
Non-GAAP cases 705

District court rulings for citation analysis 1,221
Less: missing matches with SCAC (590) 631
Less: missing matches with CRSP (191) 440

Total district court rulings for decision analysis: 440
GAAP cases 212
Non-GAAP cases 228

Panel B: Descriptive Statistics (Citation Analysis)
N Mean S.D. p25 Median p75

Cited 40,999 0.169 0.375 0.000 0.000 0.000
GAAP Precedent 40,999 0.289 0.453 0.000 0.000 1.000
GAAP Case 40,999 0.389 0.487 0.000 0.000 1.000
Liberal District Judge 40,999 0.577 0.494 0.000 1.000 1.000
Dismissal Precedent 40,999 0.612 0.487 0.000 1.000 1.000
Consistent Ideology 40,999 0.492 0.500 0.000 0.000 1.000

Panel C: Descriptive Statistics (Decision Analysis)
N Mean S.D. p25 Median p75

Dismissed 440 0.811 0.392 1.000 1.000 1.000
#Years (filing, ruling) 440 1.967 1.227 1.201 1.553 2.349
Lenient GAAP Precedents pending 440 -0.016 1.146 -1.000 0.000 1.000
Lenient GAAP Precedents post 440 0.107 1.041 -0.500 0.000 1.000
Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home 440 0.377 1.104 0.000 0.000 1.000
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents pending 440 1.125 2.550 0.000 1.000 2.000
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents post 440 0.820 2.151 0.000 1.000 2.000
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents non-home 440 0.709 2.008 0.000 0.000 2.000
Liberal Circuit at ruling 440 0.447 0.205 0.268 0.466 0.651
Liberal District Judge 440 0.505 0.501 0.000 1.000 1.000
GAAP Case 440 0.482 0.500 0.000 0.000 1.000
Filing CAR 440 -0.052 0.149 -0.067 -0.015 0.015
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Table IA4: District Court Citation of Home-Circuit Precedents – Logit

This table replicates Table 4 of the main paper with logit regressions. We estimate the logit model
of Cited = f (GAAP Precedent, GAAP Case, Controls Citation) + ε. Controls Citation includes
Liberal District Judge, Dismissal Precedent, and Consistent Ideology. t-Statistics based on stan-
dard errors clustered by precedents are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and
∗∗∗ indicate significance at the two-tailed 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable
definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2)

Dependent Variable Cited

GAAP Precedent × GAAP Case 0.413∗∗∗ 0.635∗∗∗

(5.14) (5.71)
GAAP Precedent 0.728∗∗∗

(3.80)
GAAP Case 0.123∗∗

(2.44)
Liberal District Judge −0.004

(−0.13)
Dismissal Precedent 0.278

(1.42)
Consistent Ideology 0.028 0.001

(0.59) (0.01)
Intercept −13.153∗∗∗ 1.105

(−5.15) (1.60)

Circuit FE Yes No
Precedent and Case Year FE Yes No
Precedent and Case FE No Yes

Number of Observations 40,979 32,943
Pseudo R2 0.088 0.372
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Table IA5: Precedent Leniency and District Court Ruling Decision – Logit

This table replicates Table 5 of the main paper with logit regressions. We estimate the logit model of Dismissed
= f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Controls Decision) + ε. Controls Decision
includes GAAP Case, Liberal Circuit at ruling, Liberal District Judge, Filing CAR, and ruling year and circuit
fixed-effects. Column 1 measures the leniency of circuit precedents during the case pending window in the home
circuit, column 2 during the post ruling window, and column 3 during the case pending window in a pseudo non-
home circuit. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by precedents are reported in parentheses below the
coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the two-tailed 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The
variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variable Dismissed

Lenient GAAP Precedents pending 0.363∗∗∗

(3.74)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents pending 0.062

(0.90)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents pending −0.164

(−0.98)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents pending −0.078

(−1.03)
Lenient GAAP Precedents post 0.028

(0.17)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents post −0.061

(−1.40)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents post −0.090

(−0.72)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents post −0.041

(−0.43)
Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home 0.039

(0.32)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents non-home −0.075

(−1.09)
GAAP Case × Lenient GAAP Precedents non-home −0.120

(−1.01)
GAAP Case × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents non-home −0.105

(−0.84)
GAAP Case 0.200 0.149 0.323

(0.80) (0.50) (1.36)
Liberal Circuit at ruling 5.218∗∗ 5.100∗∗ 4.585∗

(2.06) (2.08) (1.82)
Liberal District Judge −0.200 −0.191 −0.169

(−1.02) (−0.88) (−0.77)
Filing CAR 0.412 0.089 0.232

(0.75) (0.17) (0.53)
Intercept 11.908∗∗∗ 12.042∗∗∗ 12.031∗∗∗

(10.59) (11.60) (11.20)

Ruling Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 436 436 436
Pseudo R2 0.089 0.081 0.089
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Table IA6: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – Non-Moving Firms

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis when excluding observations of firms that have moved headquarter during the sample period. Columns 1 and 2
replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 of the main paper, respectively; columns 3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 9 of the main paper, respectively; and
columns 6, 7, and 8 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 of the main paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported
in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of
the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Partition Variables Ambiguous Clear
Intent Intent

Ambiguous Clear
Dependent Variables Sued Sued CAR CAR Misreport Intent Intent

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.003∗∗

(−2.13)
Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.002

(−1.41)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.003∗

(−1.89)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.000

(−0.19)
Clear Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.002

(0.30)
Clear Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.000

(−0.01)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.000 −0.000 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ −0.001 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.000

(−0.65) (−0.95) (2.39) (2.77) (−0.27) (4.13) (4.49) (0.04)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000

(1.37) (1.02) (0.22) (0.39) (−0.36) (0.71) (0.75) (0.06)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 61,051 61,051 3,115 2,799 316 9,460 9,460 9,460
Adjusted R2 0.073 0.079 0.014 0.007 -0.008 0.039 0.031 0.025
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Table IA7: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – Logit

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis with logit regressions. Columns 1 and 2 replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 in the paper, respectively; and columns
3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 in the paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below
the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependent Variables Sued Sued Misreport Ambiguous Intent Clear Intent

Misreport× Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.049∗∗∗

(−3.73)
Misreport× Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.030∗∗∗

(−3.09)
Ambiguous Intent× Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.048∗∗∗

(−3.09)
Ambiguous Intent× Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.019∗

(−1.68)
Clear Intent× Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.017

(−0.55)
Clear Intent× Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.018

(−0.82)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.010 −0.013 0.077∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ −0.037

(−1.19) (−1.54) (3.90) (4.34) (−0.80)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.012∗∗ 0.011∗∗ −0.008 −0.009 0.009

(2.54) (2.29) (−0.62) (−0.69) (0.28)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 69,284 69,284 10,425 10,425 10,019
Pseudo R2 0.149 0.153 0.060 0.059 0.173
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Table IA8: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – State Fixed Effects

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis using state fixed effects. Columns 1 and 2 replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 of the main paper, respectively;
columns 3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 9 of the main paper, respectively; and columns 6, 7, and 8 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 of the main
paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the
0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependent Variables Sued Sued Misreport Ambiguous Intent Clear Intent

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗∗

(−3.02)
Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.001

(−0.96)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗

(−2.56)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000

(0.01)
Clear Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.000

(−0.07)
Clear Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.003

(0.57)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.001 −0.001∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.000

(−1.40) (−1.76) (4.61) (4.91) (0.32)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 −0.000 0.001 −0.001∗

(1.04) (0.74) (−0.18) (0.46) (−1.96)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 69,284 69,284 10,425 10,425 10,425
Adjusted R2 0.074 0.080 0.042 0.035 0.037
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Table IA9: Precedent Leniency, Litigation Risk, and Misreporting – Circuit Clustering

This table reports the results for the firm-level analysis based on standard errors clustered by circuit. Columns 1 and 2 replicate columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 of the main paper,
respectively; columns 3, 4, and 5 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 9 of the main paper, respectively; and columns 6, 7, and 8 replicate columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 11 of the
main paper, respectively. t-Statistics based on standard errors clustered by circuit are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1,
0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Partition Variables Ambiguous Clear
Intent Intent

Ambiguous Clear
Dependent Variables Sued Sued CAR CAR Misreport Intent Intent

Misreport × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗

(−2.68)
Misreport × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.001

(−1.01)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.004∗∗

(−2.22)
Ambiguous Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents −0.000

(−0.04)
Clear Intent × Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.000

(−0.05)
Clear Intent × Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.002

(0.43)
Lenient GAAP Precedents −0.001 −0.001 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.000

(−0.78) (−1.04) (3.66) (3.07) (0.57) (2.58) (3.27) (−0.03)
Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.000 0.000 −0.000

(1.37) (1.11) (1.03) (1.08) (0.09) (−0.13) (0.09) (−0.78)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 69,284 69,284 3,904 3,486 418 10,425 10,425 10,425
Adjusted R2 0.072 0.078 0.022 0.007 -0.009 0.037 0.031 0.026
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Table IA10: Precedent Leniency and Firms’ Likelihood of Misreporting – An Alternative Specification

Panel A (Panel B) of this table replicates Table 11 (Table 12) of the main paper with the following alternative specification: We estimate the linear-probability
model of Misreport = f (Lenient GAAP Precedents, Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents, Alt. Controls Misreport) + ε, where Alt. Controls Misreport includes
Controls Sued, i.e., Liberal Circuit, Litigious Industry, Size, Sales Growth, Book-to-Market, ∆Return on Assets, Buy-and-Hold Return, Volatility, Skew-
ness, Turnover, IO, Leverage, Financing, UD Law, GDP Growth, Unemployment, Blue State, and adds the following control variables from Dechow et al.
(2011): RSST Accruals, ∆Receivable, ∆Inventory, ∆Cash Sales, and Soft Assets. We also include year and circuit fixed-effects. t-Statistics based on
standard errors clustered by circuit-year are reported in parentheses below the coefficients. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01
levels, respectively. The variable definitions are in Appendix B of the main paper.

Panel A: Precedent Leniency and Firms’ Likelihood of Misreporting
(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variables Misreport Ambiguous Intent Clear Intent

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.002∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.000
(2.47) (2.23) (1.05)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.001 0.001∗∗ −0.000∗

(1.62) (2.25) (−1.96)

Alt. Controls Misreport Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 58,567 58,567 58,567
Adjusted R2 0.030 0.026 0.007
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Panel B: Precedent Leniency and Firms’ Likelihood of Misreporting – Partitioning Tests
Partition Variables IO Size Predicted Litigation Risk

High Low High Low High Low
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent Variable Misreport Misreport Misreport

Lenient GAAP Precedents 0.004∗∗∗ 0.001 0.005∗∗∗ 0.000 0.005∗∗∗ −0.001
(3.75) (1.07) (4.41) (0.49) (4.39) (−1.26)

Lenient Non-GAAP Precedents 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.002∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗

(1.15) (0.39) (1.43) (0.06) (3.28) (−2.29)

Alt. Controls Misreport Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year and Circuit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Observations 29,283 29,284 29,283 29,284 29,283 29,284
Adjusted R2 0.032 0.033 0.034 0.032 0.031 0.025

Testing the equality of coefficients of Lenient GAAP Precedents between High and Low subsamples:

χ2 4.754∗∗ 11.652∗∗∗ 20.255∗∗∗
p-value 0.029 0.001 0.000
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